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Only one slate of candidates files
in spring race for top SA offices
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
There will be only one candidate each
for president and vice president on the
ballot for the upcoming Student
Association elections.
Steve Foster and John Cooper were
the only candidates to turn in qualifying
papers for the presidential elections to
be held later this month.
Foster is a senior political science
student from Wilmington, Ohio. Cooper
is a senior studying industrial
technology and business administration
from Beattyville.
Both Foster and Cooper will be
returning to the University next year to
pick up another major.
The Foster-Cooper platform will be
basically the same as current SA

President Mike Duggins ran on last
year, according to Cooper.
"We want to push student unity and
boost school spirit. I know Eastern has
the reputation of being a suitcase
college but we want to get people involved," Cooper said.
Working on a 24-hour open area, a
revised open house policy and a Faculty
Senate liaison will be part of the FosterCooper platform. These are all things
the current administration has worked
on this year.
"We feel that we won't be pressured
by classes. Both of us need something
like 11 hours to graduate so we'll have
more time to spend on Student
Association business," Cooper said.
The SA president and vice president
must be full-time students according to
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the SA constitution.
"We'll have to take 12 hours a
semester. I think the student government president should take off the
whole year and not have classes. It's a
full-time job," Cooper said.
The lack of candidates could mean a
low voter turnout for the April 20
elections.
"If we don't have a good voter turnout all the progress we've made will
be lost," Mike Ditchen, chairman of the
elections committee said.
Ditchen said the elections committee
is planning a "second ballot" for the
elections. The "second ballot" will be
an opinion survey.
Elections will be held in the Powell
Building in front of the Information
Desk from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m. All fulltime students are eligible to vote.
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Resolution adopted

Student Senate wants 24-hour open grill
By DEVON ANN HUBBARD
Staff Writer
Student Senate adopted a resolution
Tuesday recommending the Powell
grill or Martin cafeteria be open 24
hours a day.
The recommendation will be
re-presented to the Council on Student
Affairs 24-hour area committee during
its next meeting.
In a previous meeting, the Senate
recommended lobbies in the girls' dorm
remain open 24 hours, but the committee nixed the recommendation with
the argument that some of the girls'
right to privacy would be violated.
The committee suggested food should
be available to students if a 24-hour
facility were to be established and
asked the Senate to reconsider its
proposal.
"It (this proposal) is a cooperative

effort in essence," Mike Duggins,
Student Association president, said.
"They (the committee) did not like the
other recommendation and we have
submitted another proposal that should
meet their approval."
Senator Maria Domenech disagreed
with the new proposal, stating the
committee was making policies "on the
exception rather than the rule."
"I live in a girl's dorm and I don't see
girls with cream on their faces and
curlers in their hair," Domenech said.
"Why don't they poll the girls to see
how many actually do object to the 24hour lobbies?"
Senator John Dohery said the committee favored the other idea only
because they think they will sell more
food to students using the grill or
cafeteria.
Robert (Bobo) Albro, a non-senator.

said in the spring of 1973 the grill and
cafeteria were open 24-hours, but due to
lack of business and inadequate
publicity about the 24-hour facility, the
grill resumed regular operating hours.
After more discussion, the resolution
was adopted unanimously.
The Senate also adopted a resolution
recommending requirements to live
off-campus be changed so students
turning 21 during a school year or
having attained a junior status may live
off-campus.
"The requirements to live off-campus
are outdated," Senator Barbara
Durham said. "Not all students care to
share a dorm room that barely accomodates two people, much less three
and some students would prefer to live
off-campus."
(See STUDENT page 14)

Humanizing key to escape rape
ByTINASCHOEWE
and
LARRY BERNARD
Frederick Storaska jumped up and
down, impersonated Paul Lynde,
roamed the aisles and told dirty jokes to
his audience last Thursday night in
Brock Auditorium.
He was talking about rape.
"I can't stand a boring speaker.
Humor is the best vehicle for retention
and I want you to remember what I
say," he explained.
The president and founder- of the
National Organization for the
Prevention of Rape and Assault spoke
to a predominantly female audience on

the causes and prevention of all types of
bodily assault.
"The double standard of socialsexual stereotypes is the main cause of
rape in our society. Men are forced into
being aggressive and women are forced
into being passive. We can't blame
women for the weakness of men," he
said.
"Our society is one long assembly
line of rape. Rape is a lack of people
treating people as people," he explained.
According to Storaska the attitudes
that cause rape start early.
"Little boys are taught to take and
little girls are taught to be taken. If we
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Frederick Storaska, with the help of several University
students, demonstrated survival tactics, for potential rape

don't change the attitudes we have
towards each other, we will always
have rape.
"In the social-sexual relationship the
woman is blamed for everything that
happens sexually and the man is
blamed for everything that doesn't
happen. It's too bad we can't have two
winners—we have to have a loser," he
said.
The subject was serious but the
audience was kept laughing by
Storaska's use of humor and cunning
wit.
He described the techniques women
are usually told to employ if they are
(See HUMANIZING page 14)
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victims, as he spoke to a large crowd in Brock Auaitorium
Thursday night.

Walk the line
It was a long line and long wait for students putting in applications for fall housing Monday. The line reached from
the Bursar's window in the Coates Building out around the

Jones Building. Monday was the first day housing applications were accepted for the fall semester.

Faculty Senate awaits reports on
Social Security, student evaluations
By NANCY HUNGARLAND
Editor
Faculty Senate moved through its
order of business quickly Monday,
settling minor items and postponing
action on two larger issues until Its next
meeting.
Dr. Jack Culross, chairman of the
Senate, announced the decision to call a
special meeting April 17 to act on
reports from the Executive Committee's ad hoc subcommittees on
student evaluation of faculty and on
social security.
Culross said before the meeting the
Executive Committee expects a
lengthy debate on the subject of student
evaluations and therefore scheduled
(he special session.
The student evaluation subcommittee's report will be mailed to all
faculty next week for their consideration before Faculty Senate action.

The Social Security report was
distributed to the senators at Monday's
meeting, but was not officially received
because the committee's chairman. Dr.
Bill Ellis, was not present.
Ending with a short questionnaire
polling faculty members on whether or
not they wish to remain in the Social
Security system, the report presents
explanatory, as well as pro and con,
material on the subject.
The report Is the result of committee
research which began after a petition
was circulated on campus asking the
Faculty Senate to conduct such a poll.
University President J. C. Powell
spoke to the Senate on changes In the
retirement law which will mean an
increase in faculty contribution rate
and allow retirement after 30 years of
service without a decrease In benefits
regardless of age.
Powell thanked the Senate tor the
efforts of the University community In

'.

dealing with the energy crisis. He said
he hoped faculty and students would
make use of what they had learned.
"We do want to conserve energy for
conservation of resources as well as
conservation of money and paperwork," he said.
In other action Monday, the Senate:
—approved the criteria for selection
of graduate school faculty members;
—agreed to the awarding of four
honorary degrees at May ud August
commencements as follows: Beulah
Blngham, Doctor of Science; LUlle D.
Chaffin, Doctor of Letters; Mrs. Rhea
A. Taylor, Doctor of Letters; Floyd
Hunter, Doctor of Letters;

I

—requested some type of monitoring
of office and classroom temperature* to
make sure they do not become too hot
before campus air conditioning Is
turned on.

Foreign Students

Giving their view of life in America
By LINDA RINNAN
Staff Writer
Editors Note: This Is the final article In
a series on foreign students.
Pedro Castillo's home Is San Fernando do Apure in the southern plains
of Venezuela. One wall of his offcampus apartment Is covered with
maps and posters attesting to the
diverse beauties of his countrymountains, deserts, coastal beaches—
but Castillo, in a western-styled hat
seems more suited for his native
pampas and the life of a cattle rancher.
It's only natural to miss a homeland
where the temperature range is between 70-100 degrees and cold winds and
snow are unknown; but paradoxically,
Castillo enjoys Midwest winters, except
for uncleared roads and sidewalks.
Castillo will finish the two-year Beef
Herd Management program in May
and if his government scholarship Is
extended another 6 months, he intends
to visit cattle ranches in Texas for
additional experience.
After obtaining a three year business
degree in Marketing Administration at
a Venezuelan university, Castillo
switched his interests to cattle-raising-big business in South America. First
he went to Trinidad in the West Indies
for a 8-month intensive English course
and then to the University of Illinois for
3 more months of language study.
At another apartment* on the other
side of Richmond, Abdulaziz AJ-Zaagi
site under a tapestry portraying
pilgrims at Mecca while sipping sweet,
spicy tea from a tiny glass mug.
Strangely enough Al-Zaagi and
Castillo met at the University of Illinois
and both arrived here in August, 1975.

Al-Zaagi is from the capital city of
Saudi Arabia, Riyadh, where he worked
in the government's health ministry,
thereby earning an automatic
scholarship to study public health
abroad.
In addition to reimbursing Al-Zaagl's
college expenses, the Saudi Arabian
government pays his transportation
home each summer and turns over half
of his previous salary to his parents.
Neither Al-Zaagi nor Castillo had
much English beyond the secondary
school basics until the "crash" course
In Illinois, although they both speak
very well. And neither had much
difficulty adjusting to American life.
Castillo speaks of having caught onto
American habits and language quickly,
attributing this facility to his enjoyment of meeting people of all races
and nationalities.
Castillo's successful philosophy is
that he Is never surprised by anything
and In fact, expects the unexpected.
He and his wife, Aymara, have
traveled to 32 states and three
Canadian provinces but have not not
returned to Venezuela in three years.
Their eldest daughter, Amicheli, was
born in Illinois and Aymara, named
after her mother, arrived inKentucky
just 10 months after her older sister's
birth.
Although Al-Zaagl found American
food relatively tasteless, in comparison
to the spicy, greasy Arabic food, he had
no trouble adapting to the new culture.
Often, he and other Arabian friends
(the Saudis Arabian enrollment Is
about 25 stud en Us this year) gather to
cook or play cards.

The advantage of apartment-living,
Al-Zaagi feels, is that foreign students
may prepare their own food, choose
individual lifestyles and practice
varied customs and religions.
He attempts to observe his religion's
ways but often must Improvise as In the
case of the "fasting month" when one
must practice abstinence during the
period between sunrise and sunset. AlZaagl fasted during Christmas break so
as not to interfere with class attendance
and studying.
He explains that his father, a shop
owner who deals In coffee and spices, is
also a "holy man" and when he goes to
the mosque five times daily to pray,
others line up behind him.
What do the people back home ask
(See FOREIGN page 14)

periscope
Andre Montal, operatic tenor,
shares some of his past experiences with Arts Editor Tun
Scboewe. See story, page 6.
Basketball player Kenny
Elliott will tour Africa this summer with sports ambassadors,
playing basketball and preaching
the word of God. See story by
Sports Editor Bob Laugford on
editorials. *
entertainment
sports
organizations
arts
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The true college education combines athletics,
studies and social activities in the right proportions

HE6

The recent departure of
several unhappy gymnasts
'from the University's varsity
team has raised a small furor
on campus.
Five members of the squad
either have quit already, been
i asked to leave or decided not to
participate next year as the
result of a disagreement with
Coach Jerry Calkin over their
right to affiliate with Greek
organizations.
'■■•';• The disagreement ended with
^'an ultimatum from Calkin:
gymnastics or fraternities.
There is no time for both,
Calkin said.
.,, Although the angry gymnasts
Mid other athletes successfully
fought that decree, the Athletic
Committee's ruling last week
on the issue was weak. According to that decision,
athletes technically are
allowed to participate in
athletics and fraternities, but a

subcommittee is at work now
on a standard policy.
While the incident with gymnastics team will probably pass
over and those involved cool
down soon enough, the true
issue at stake here cannot so
easily be brushed off.
The question remains: What
is the proper place for athletics
and social activities in an institution of higher education?
First of all, any ruling which
outlawed trying to do both
would be unfair in several
ways. It would, be making a
general assumption that no
athlete is capable of handling
the requirements and responsibilities incurred by
academics, fraternities and
sports; it would discriminate
against fraternities by leaving
an athlete free to become as involved as he or she wishes in all
other organizations.
Such a ruling would also

ignore the fact that
athletics—even at the intercollegiate,
scholarship
level—are only one aspect of
college life. Certainly coaches
are entitled to demand
dedication and first-rate effort
from their players, but a line
must be drawn before that
demand reaches proportions of
a total sacrifice.
This problem of priorities
and proportion, as old as the
University itself, defies fixed
categorization. It is wrong to
believe it possible to try and impose a rigid system on students
when the purpose of a university is to provide an environment where they can grow
as total persons by reaching out
in many different directions in
the first place.
A good education is the result
of mixing the right proportions
of studying, athletics and social
activities while in school.
Learning these best propor-

;
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tions is an integral part of the
growing process and setting
one's own priorities is the only
way to find the inner drive and
ability necessary for success.
Certainly athletics has an important role in the education
process. Participating in team
and individual sports schools
an athlete in discipline,
dedication and physical skill. It
should provide athletes with
pride and a sense of
achievement.
But above all, athletics at any
level should be fun. Whenever
team participation requires a
player to live an isolated
existence or denies him or her
opportunities outside the sports
arena, proper perspective has
been lost.
Any decision on the relationship between sports teams and
fraternities should take into
consideration this purpose of
college and athletics.

No competition, but...

News Editor
Sporti Editor
Feature Editor
Artt Editor
Organization! Editor
Staff Artist
Circulation Manager
Advertising Asst.

SA
race could be winner
The qualifying papers are in excellent time for educating

editorials

Should theUniversity adopt a more liberal
open house policy for campus dormitories?

;,•■

YES
By JOHN COOPER
Student Senator
Student opinion should be a
very important source of input
to administrative policy making at all universities. At EKU
however this seems not to be
the case at all. Again and
again, students have asked for
a more liberal policy in dealing
with open house. The administration seems to listen to
the students arguments, but in

NO
By MARK HUNTER
Student Senator
No. The present policy, as
conservative as it may seem, is
sufficient. Though the policy
9 -may not be ideal, I see no good
reason to make it more liberal.
The focus of this issue is on
one key word, "liberty".
I Should students have the liberty to set forth the conditions of
the University open house

the end they (the administration) do what they
want.
Students are adults, and they
are expected to act like adults.
This however is impossible if
students are treated like
children. The present University open house policy does this.
Students also have the right
to some privacy which can not
be found by leaving the dorm
room doors open during open
house. The door of a room
being closed presents no more

of a problem than a parking lot
full of cars with EKU stickers
at local motels on Thursday
nights.
The mode of supervision in
open houses at present makes
the students resentful of both
the dormitory supervisors and
the administration. Resentment cannot be termed as an
asset of a university.
This brings us to a relation
between empty dorms and empty school spirit on weekends.
Why should students stay at

EKU on the weekends, when
they have more freedom at
home? It is no wonder our
athletic and other weekend
events are so poorly attended.

policy? And will the new policy
be, indeed, liberal enough?
I say trying to make the open
house policy for campus more
liberal is trying to scratch the
itch in the wrong place.
The itch is selfishness and
results in an infringement upon
other individuals' lives within
the dorms. Individual privacy
may be continually interrupted
as a result of frequent, unexpected visits of opposite sexes
in the dorms.
Such "incidentals" as

restroom facilities would even
have to be revamped under the
new system. Alcohol in the
dorms would not decrease, nor
do I believe, would the noise
problems and partying.
Then, of course, would come
the added expense and trouble
of employing some type of
monitors to control these new
problems.
Though the present policy
may need some work, the
restrictions are minimal in contrast to the benefits of privacy.

Eastern students should have
nothing to hide to begin with.
The proponents of an ultraliberal open house policy need
to get their eyes off of themselves and upon the things happening around them in this
world and on this campus so
they will find themselves
working for Eastern and not
against it.
If all eyes were focused on
the Creator rather than the
creature, there would be no
^
question of liberty.

What I've been trying to say
is that the University administration is afraid of
change. The change in the
university open house policy
will come and it should. However, will it take drastic
measures by students to bring
this about?

Rarely am I able to express how
much people mean to me, as I am about
to do. Serving in the capacity of
Student Association president meant a
lot to me this year. I have learned,
grown, shared, listened, talked,
laughed and cried. There have been
ups and downs, as there are in all of
life's endeavors.
Throughout it all I learned how important it is to have dedicated people
with whom to work. Soon, the students
of this University face the decision of
electing a new Student Association
president tind vice president. Essential
in the election process is deciding who
will best suit the needs of all students.
This year I found myself
traveling frequently, such that I
3 was
was on
unable to be in the office on occasion. Fortunately for the student
! body,
body. ■ couple of individuals were
f always here when Rita or myself wis
i away.

\ These two individuals dedicated their
I lives to the goals of the Student
5 Association and the betterment of the
"student body. They have a remarkable

I
si*

ability to work together and have
exemplified this ability upon numerous
occasions. Their experience In the
Student AssociaUon is vast.
Furthermore, they compliment one
another in esch other's weaknesses.
Countless hours of their time have been
spent working with individuals, committees, and organizations.
I know of no two better qualified
individuals to serve as your Student
Association president and vice
president than Mr. Steven Foster and
Mr. John Cooper—dedicated to you and
possessing the ability and skill
necessary to fullfUl their offices beyond
the call of duty. I ask you to Join with
me in supporting them, April 10,1971.
They're what and whom I sincerely
believe we need.
Sincerely yours,
Michael W. Duggins
President,
EKU Student AssociaUon

Pen pals
Prisoners st various state'and federal
institutions occasionally write letters to
the editor of the Pregreas in search of
persons willing to correspond with
them on a regular basis.
Although space limitations prohibit

printing their letters in their entirety,
the names and addresses of prisoners
who desire such correspondence are
given below.
Fred J. Fischer 249*58
P.O. Box 520
Walla Walla, Wash. 99362
Paul Johnson
Box 128 No. 31068
EddyvUle, Ky. 42038
Alphonso Hayes 74-A-232
Box 51
Great Meadow Correctional Facility
Comstock, NY 12121

Her car provided warmth and protection from the cold, damp weather for
two of us ladies from the Big Hill
Avenue Christian Church.
Sherry
stayed with us until the police had
everything under control and we were
able to continue on our way to Richmond.
Thanks to you. Sherry, and to the
young lady with you, for being good
"Samaritans" and good citizens. I'm
sure you realized the risk involved in
stopping along the highway at that
hour, but we are glad you did! God
bless you.
Sincerely,
Ellen Mounts, Secretary

'Good Samaritan'
Editor:
I am taking this opportunity to express my appreciation for all Eastern
Kentucky University students in
general and for one graduate studenJUn
particular. ' . . ■ • «
-»
On Friday. March 24, at sbduT .,
p.m., I was involved indirectly in an
automobile accident on 1-75 just south
of Lexington. Only one driver stopped
to inquire or to offer assistance. Intact,
Sherry Swim didn't take time to "offer", she helped in a most efficient and
capable manner.

Coasts 108

Letters policy
Letters 10 the editor are welcome. All
letters mast be signed, less than 4M
wards* and include the address and
telephone number. •> the writer,
address aU corresposHieiK* tit Kd£«.,
The Eastern Progress, Fourth bear,
Jones' Buildiag. EKU, Richmond, Ky.
46475.
Any member of the university
community interested In submitting a
guest opinion article to the Progress for
publication should contact the editor.

•
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students as to what student
government is and can be and
the types of realistic goals it is
trying to achieve for them year
after year.
While outlining platforms
and plans, members of student
government have the opportunity to reach those students who have never participated before.
Finally, it is the degree of
voter turnout on April 20 which
will determine the election's
and student government's success. The administration and
even the students themselves
will be looking at the amount of
interest shown then and their
reactions to student government proposals will be based on
the importance they feel
student association has
reached.

Descending upward
By Dieter Carl ton

We who are so smart and so superbly brilliant,
Thus assumed by so formal an education;
Strutting boldly, bravely to certain success;
Drifting far, far, far beyond simplicity.
Can we still succumb to our humble laymen
In whose common widom has, for us, sustained
That significant remnant of tradition
Which we to better worlds will hopefully bear?

Applications are now available
for Progress editorial positions

editor's mailbag
j Supports
Foster-Cooper
Editor:

and the race is set; only one
slate of candidates is running
for president and vice president
of the Student Association this
spring.
While the lack of competition
is regrettable, it cannot be
taken as a completely
unhealthy sign of the University student government's state
of organization efficiency. It
could represent a sense of
cohesiveness which has
developed within the Student
Senate this year.
This spirit of dedication and
unity indicates a weakness in
government only if the candidates' campaign and voter
turnout reflect a lack of interest
and involvement among the
student body as whole.
Even with only one announced ticket for consideration, the campaign is an

1
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Applications are now being accepted for editorial and
business manager positions on The Eastern Progress for the
1978-79 school year.
Persons interested in applying for a position may pick up application forms in The Progress office, fourth floor, Jones
Building between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Forms should be returned to the editor by Thursday, April 13.

The Eastern frogress
Member of Associated Collegiate Press Association, Columbia Scholastic
Press Association and Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association.
Represented for national advertising by the National Educational Advertising Service, Inc., N.Y., N.Y.
Published each Thursday during the regular school year except for vacation
and examination periods at Eastern Kentucky University by authority of the
Board o< Regents through the Student Publications Board
Opinions capwestd hereto are those of student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent toe views of this university.
Advertising appearing in tans newspaper Is intended to help toe reader
any. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported to the Business
Manager. The Eastern Progress, Fourth Flow Jones Building. Second class
postage paid at Richmond, Kentucky, 40475
Eastern Kentucky University Is an Eouai opportunity, Affirmative Action
nldees ant aasrrlmlaate on the basis of race, color, reilgtoa, se«.
origin or handicap to the arhnirlia to, or participation in, any
educational program or activity which It conducts, or discriminate an such
basis in any employment opportunity. Any compiatot arising by reason of
alleged discrimination should be directed to writing to Dr. Rebecca Broddus, Affirmative Action Officer, Jones Building, EKU. Campus telephone
number 622-1258.
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Pershing Rifles hosts intercollegiate drill meet
By DIETER CARLTON
Staff Artist

well over 100 individual
riflemen are given specific
commands then successively
eliminated when
these
commands are not properly
executed. Competition in this
and all other catagories was
closely scrutinized by drill
sergeants from the Army
Armor Training Center at
Fort Knox. 4
After a long arduous day of
competition, the many months
of practice paid off for some
units.
For others, unfortunately, it signaled the
obvious need for more
practice.
The majority of trophies
were won by units from Miami
University of Ohio who, as a
happy consequence, earned
the top award in the overall
competition, the Honor Company Trophy (a rotating
trophy retired by a unit
winning three years in succession).
The trophies vied for at this
competition were donated by
the
American
Legion,
Daughters of the American

Revolution, the Kentucky
National Guard, AUSA
(Association of the U.S.
Army), and the 100th Division
of the Army Reserves.
These are also among the
organizations who actively
support the ROTC here at the
University in various projects
year around.
Presenting many of the
trophies was Colonel Charles
Phillips, Professor of Military
Science at the University.
Trophies to the winners of the
individual events were
presented by University
Presidential aid Doug
Whitlock.
A great deal of hard work
and close coordination was
involved in securing the
success of this invitational
drill meet, particularly since
it was Easter's first.
For the past fifteen years,
Company R-l of the PR's
(Pershing Rifles), currently
commanded by PR Captain
Gary
Whitehead,
has
represented this University at
well over 40 drill meets at

other universities and has won
over 600 trophies.
The Pershing Rifles is a
collegiate military
organization that is both
departmental and fraternal.
As
a
departmental
organization, the Pershing
Rifles serves as an excellent
training vehicle by providing
significant management and
staff experience to those
ROTC cadets pursuing a
military career.
In its more familiar
capacity, however, the Pershing Rifles is a colorful
organization, spawning
precision
drill
teams
reminiscent of the "Old
Guard".
A favorite of the PR's
precision teams is its famed
"Suicide Squad" (named for
its daring rifle stunts with
fixed bayonets) whose impressive drill sequences have
won an indellible reputation
for Company R-l.
Supplementing the Pershing
Rifles with their beauty and
charm are its coed affiliate,

the Valianettes, currently
commanded by honorary PR
First Lieutenant Melissa
"Missy" Melville.
Since their organization in
1968, the Valianettes naive
grown rapidly, garnishing the
Pershing Rifles with a very
impressive collection of
trophies.

For the first time since it
was chartered in 1955,
Company R-l of the National
Society of Pershing Rifles
under the auspices of the
ROTC, sponsored an intercollegiate drill competition
here at the University last
Last Spring the Valianettes
Saturday.
took top honors in Columbus,
The First Annual Bluegrass
Ohio by winning the national
Invitational Drill Meet, as it
championship in drill comwas designated, attracted 45
petition there.
units of the Pershing Rifles
from some 11 universities
Although hosting a drill
throughout the country.
meet is both a challenging and
Stringentcompetiti on ensued
educational experience, the
as teams and individual
Pershing Rifles and, of
AW! THE HECK WITH IT! No, actually this who were among the competitors in the First competitors challenged each
course, their Valianettes, are
is a very daring and difficult exhibition stunt Annual Bluegrass Invitational Drill Meet at other in several competitive
much more content when
performed here by members of the Pershing the University.
catagories.
Among these
guised in their competitive
Rifles from Western Kentucky University
were IDR (individual drill
posture. Such posture, by the
regulation)
squad
and
way, will be tested again on
platoon, exhibition squad and
Saturday April 8, 1978 when
platoon and coed squad and
Company R-l will represent
platoon.
the University in comOther catagories included
petition in the 30th
exhibition individual comAnnual Illinois Invitational
petition and a special IDR
Drill Meet at Champaign.
ni.
knockout competition wherein
By BARBARA GAFFEY
not to distribute it.
the bill did not get enough
Frankfort Correspondent
The article, Wilborn said, votes to send it to the Senate
was distributed to the floor.
In 1969 Steve Wilborn made student council for their
Wilborn explained that it
the front page of this advice on whether he should
was late in the session and
newspaper. He was labeled by goagainsLMartins' request.
By PATTY HURST
under the guidance of Dr. Tae- concerning specific issues.
though the bill didn't pass this
mittee, Katija Kadir; Trans- a University delegate memsome as a "radical" and a
The attempted censorship session he is optimistic about
Guest Writer
Hwan Kwak,
associate Some of the issues discussed national Corporations, Jeff ber.
"trouble-maker." Others say by Martin and the distribution
Eight University students professor of political science, at this year's convention in- Marcum; Budgetary, Victor
that the administration saw of the article to the student it's success in the next session. participated as the Japanese
"To observe is one thing, but
the University represented cluded:
terrorism, Middle Kappler; Economic and
After his first term as a
him as an unstoppable force.
council were followed by
delegation in the "National Japan's views in various UN East, hijacking, population Social Council Plenary, Rick to actively participate is an
In 1978, Rep. Steve Wilborn, demonstrations in support of state representative, Wilborn Model United Nations Con- councils and commissions.
control and women's par- Robison;
and
Social incredible educational exsaid that the experience "was vention" held March 14-19 in
D-Shelbyville looks back at Wilborn.
perience."
In order to do this, the ticipation in development.
Development.
1969 as a good lesson in
Wilborn said that the article a rude-awakening. The con- New York.
students
prepared
in
advance
The purpose of the trip was
Although a majority of the
politics. "If I had been a bet- was never distributed to the fines of 60 days are The convention sponsored with library research and
The
committees conferences were held in the to study and bring information
ter politician, in the good entire student body, as he had frustrating."
by the National Collegiate group meetings to discuss represented by the University
Statler Hilton, the last day of about the United Nation! to
sense of the word, there intended.
The emotional issues of the Conference Association was each other's progress. Upon were:
General Assembly conferences were held in the students on campus.
The
would have been no problems,"
Leaning back in 1iis leather 1978 session were, according held at the Statler Hilton hotel. reaching New York, the Plenary, George Costos;
money for the trip was obactual
committee
rooms
of
the
he said.
The
University
was
one
of
the
to
Wilborn,
"hard
to
deal
chair in the House chambers,
participants were able to meet
tained through fund-raising
Wilborn, former president Wilborn said, he and Martin with." Wilborn said he was schools participating in the with a member of the Political and Security, Ross UN.
Ballard;
Social,
activities, the student activity
of the University's student had their differences in 1969 opposed to legislation to convention.
Japanese mission where they Humanitarian and Cultural,
"I felt this was a superb fund and the students,
government and a 1969 but now it has all been forgot- prohibit abortions, saying that In this role-playing activity, were able to ask questions David Grise; Legal Com- learning tool," said Ballard,
themselves.
graduate, is serving his first ten.
he felt it was a personal issue
term as a Kentucky legislator.
Martin and Wilborn have that is handled by different
He still, however, is reminded worked together to pass people in different ways.
Considering the lack of response of candidates and
of his years at the University.
legislation that would give
He said he is also opposed to
students toward elections, do you think student
In the Spring semester of University students more in- the rescision of Kentucky's
government
is worth it?
<pi»«..b>sTKVKBROWN,
1969, Wilborn was completing put into the administration
ratification of the Equal
his last year as a political policies of state universities.
Rights Amendment. The bill
science major. Sen. Robert
SB181, sponsored by Martin, passed both the House and the
Martin was president of the passed through the legislative Senate and was recently
University. "We were both channels and has signed by vetoed by Lt. Gov. Thelma
very headstrong," said the governor. The bill allows Stovall.
Wilborn, this resulted in many students to serve on the
Many of his constituents,
confrontations of the two un- disciplinary boards of state
Wilborn
said, "dislike my
moveable forces.
universities.
views
on
abortion
and ERA.
A magazine article that
Wilborn, who supported the
Wilborn saw was as "good bill in the House said, "It's When I ran for election, I told
food for thought," was seen by not a concept that will change the people I couldn't always
Martin as obscene and in bad the whole disciplinary system, vote their way. I'm the one
taste. The article, entitled but it is a concept that stu- who is going to read the bills,"
"THE STUDENT IS A dents are adults and should he said.
NIGGER" conveyed the idea be treated that way.
When asked what the most
that "if students allow themThe lawyer turned legislator significant thing was that he
selves to be 2nd and 3rd class sponsored a bill that would put learned in his first term as a
"It Is hard to say. It is frustrating
"It is still worthwhile for those
"To me it isn't worthwhile
citizens then they are one student and one faculty representative, he sat quietly the lack of power the students have.
"I think It Is worthwhile. I don't
who
are interested in student especially in the way they handled
niggers." Wilborn said, des- member on the Council of for several minutes and then Students get down on the Student
know what can be done about getting
government
and
there
has
got
to
be
the open dorm lobbies policy. They students more involved. It is just
cribing the article.
Higher Education. The bill with a smile said, "It's the Senate for lack of power but if more
something you can do to get more should be more responsible and
Wilborn, planning to made it through the House same thing that I learned
students would participate they students interested in student when an issue comes up consider like any other election—people just
distribute the article to the Education committee and when I served as student gov- would have more power."
aren't concerned enough."
government."
both .sides instead of one."
students explaining that he did passed on the floor of the ernment president, you quicJeane Bowers, 19, junior
Jim Hitlope, 20, junior
not agree completely with the House.
Carl Holt, 21, junior
Sharon Todd, II, Freshman
However, in the kly learn that you are not
article, was warned by Martin Senate Education committee irreplaceable."

Representative learns lesson
from 'radical9 college days

Students represent Japan at UN convention

people poll

sophomores

Lay away Plan

GET A HEAD STAR!

BankAmericard
MatterCharge
Shoppers Charge

The active outdoor

AFTER COLLEGE
Army ROTC offers you a twoyear management training program
during college To give you a head
start on life after college
You'll learn to lead To manage
people, money and material You'll
also earn a commission as an
Army officer Credentials which
will set you apart in the |Ob market
Whatever you're planning to do
after college. Army ROTC provides
career opportunities that fit right

in.. part-time Reserve service
while you're employed in the civilian
community or full-time active duty
starting at $ 11.000 per year.
Get a head start on life after
college Get started in Army
ROTC For details, contact

BILL VOCKERY
ARMY ROTC
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
CALL: 622 3911
VISIT: ROOM 522 BEGLEY BLDG

time is here

Terry-Cloth
tat. ' * ' \
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Short-Sets
* 1200

Ragland sleeve split neck Straight
edge top with match ing rocky style
short*. ..Sizes S-M-L. navy or rust
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THE ARMY ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
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University Shopping Center
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Forever Green

Allow cacti to dry between waterings

By LEANNE PERME
AND
KATE SEW

Surf Writers
An easy to care for and very
rewarding house plant is the
cactus.
Cacti are very
tolerable, easy adaptable
plants. They have spines
instead of leaves and their
stems are thick to hold water
for extended periods of time.
This allows the plant to
maintain with no damage if
watering habits are neglected.
Most cacti flower by the end
of their third year if healthy
and treated properly. Even if
neglected for an extended
period of time, the cactus will
bounce right back and into
bloom with the reoccurance of
proper care.
Cacti need sunshine, light,
and air like most other house
plants. But to be able to enjoy
the beautiful flowers each
produce, a few essentials
must be followed. They like to
be placed in a sunny window

sill. Ventilation is essential
for proper growth, so open the
windows whenever possible.
Temperature is not important in the summer, but
winter temperature should be
kept at 43 degrees fahrenheit
This is to allow the cactus to
rest during the winter months
which is crucial for summer
blooming.
Watering should be completely halted in the fall and
winter in order to produce
flowers the following summer.
The cacti will shrivel up and
look terrible, but this is a
crucial stage of flower forming
cacti.
Correct watering in the
summer is also very important.
Water cacti
thoroughly when they completely dry out and avoid any
watering between times.
Potting mix for cacti is very
important. It is necessary to
provide a soil mixture that will
not retain too much water in
order to prevent root rot and

•Son of a Son of a Sailor
•Changes in Latitudes
Havana Daydreamin'
•A-l-A
Living and Dying in
1/4

623-5058

- .

►<&
rfO ■
_W%Tjo«*

Time

•White Sport

SALE

JIMMY BUFFETT
ALBUMS

8 TR. or CASS.

»4«»
(CALL 623-5058 FOR INFORMATION)
RICHMOND'S FINEST SELECTION

MEL BROOKS

ho Q»™c* rt ,.,-,,.„,< .....
the
excess storage of water..A
good cactus mix contains a lot
of sand and can be purchased
pre-mixed in a garden supply
store.

The only conditions cacti will
not tolerate are damp, cold
environments. They need to be
indoors in a cool area in the
winter, but outdoors is fine in
the summer.
The most common pests of
cacti are mealy bugs and
scale insects. They can be
controlled with a spray of

I
iT
malathion when
needed.
Fungi is a more serious
cactus disease. This can be
noticed by brown, mushy
patches on the cacti.
The
plant may be killed before this
is noticed, so it is wise to
prevent disease by watering
with Benlate occasionally.
With these easy, but
definite instructions for
summer and winter care of
cacti, you caa produce
remarkable
cacti
with
beautiful blooms year after
year.

Parking is problem
at intramural fields
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
A security officer will be
stationed by the Thomas
McDonough
Intramural
Fields because of complaints
registered
by
Brockton
residents who live near the
fields.
Last Thursday "around two
dozen cars" were towed away
from the area of Van Hoose
Drive, according to one
Brockton resident, Bill Bitters.
In past years an officer had
been stationed there between 4
p.m. and 7 p.m. to direct cars
into the Van Hoose parking
lot, according to Thomas
Lindquist, director of Safety
and Security.
"There is plenty of parking
space in the Van Hoose lot for
everybody involved in in-

tramurals," Lindquist said.
The complaints have come
because students go to the
intramural fields and park
their cars in the Brockton
parking areas.
"It's not unusual to get 10
calls an evening about the
parking," Lindquist said.
"I talked it over with the
other people who live up here
and we don't care if they (the
students) park across from
the buildings.
Our main
concern is those parked by the
buildings where we park,"
Bitters said.
"We hope that we get some
voluntary action," Lindquist
said.
The parking committee will
be making their recommendations which will include
the Brockton situation next
week, according to Lindquist.

Campus Cinemas
Midnite Movie
presents

Mel Brooks
in

The
Twelve Chairs
$1.50 12:15
MADELINE
KAHN

CLORIS
LEACHMAN

623 0588

HARVEY
KORMAN

Campus

™V

the

direct current:
Lynne Kruer
Please send notice of special events and meeting
times, dates and places to Lynne Kruer, organizations
editor, 4th floor, Jones Building. Unless notice is in by
the Friday preceding publication, placement in the
Direct Current cannot be guaranteed.
Today, Aprils
4:45 Society of Collegiate Journalists meetirg Room A,
Powell Building.
5:00 Scabbard and Blade meeting. Room E, Powell
Building.
7:30 Fellowship of Christian Athletes meeting, Room E,
Powell Building.
8:00
RA Placement Day, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
8:00 Public Transport Workshop, Kennamer Room,
Powell Building.
9:15 Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship meeting. Room
A, Powell Building.
All day Phi Beta Sigma meeting. Room B, Powell
Building.
All day University Ensemble, Room C, Powell Building.
Friday, April 7
2:30 Council on Student Affairs meeting, Room F,
Powell Building.
All day Phi Beta Sigma meeting, Room B, Powell
Building.

MIDNITE MOVIE
THURSDAY

12:15 A.M.

taxi

00

1'/

Driver

JspB^Z^^^m-

Saturday, April 8
All day Phi Beta Sigma meeting. Room B, Powell
Building.
Ail day University Ensemble, Room C, Powell Building.
All day Phi Delta Theta meeting. Room D, E, F, Herndon Lounge.
Sunday, April 9
1:00 University Ensemble. Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
7:00 Fire and Science Technicians meeting. Room A,
Powell Building.
8:00 Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship meeting. Room
B, Powell Building.
Monday, April 10
3:30 Student Court meeting, Room C, Powell Building.
5:00 Gibson Greeting Management Program meeting,
Jaggers Room, Powell Building.
5:00 Inter-fraternity Council meeting, Kennamer Room,
Powell Building.
7:00
Accounting Club meeting, Room E, Powell
Building.
7:00 Phi Beta Sigma meeting, RoomB, Powell Building.
8:30 Sigma Nu meeting, Room A, Powell Building.
Tuesday, April 11
4:30
Panhellenic meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
6:00 Student Association meeting, Kennamer Room,
Powell Building.
7:00 Lambda Chi meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
8:00 World Trade Conference, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
Wednesday, April 12
3:30 Department of Mass Communications meeting,
Kennamer Room, Powell Building.
4:30 Society of Collegiate Journalists meeting. Room F,
Powell building.
7:00 Phi Delta Theta meeting. Room C, Powell Building.
7:00 Greek Week meeting, Room D, Powell Building.
7:30 Trap and Skeet Club meeting. Room C, Powell
Building.
7:00
Accounting Club meeting, Room E, Powell
Building.

'0 O O ^O^^'*

PORTRAITS
™ WEDDINGS
uRADUATIONS

TOWNI CINEMA

cinemas 1-2

PORTRAITS

II W !

COMPOSITES

-*-. DICK VAN PATTEN RON CAREY HOWARD MORRIS
A MEL BROOKS FILM • Produced and Directed by MEL BROOKS
Written by MEL BROOKS ■ RON CLARK • RUDY OeLUCA
BARRY LEVINSON-Music by JOHN MORRIS
PG PUimilMilKISKCISIII-I»'

"W^fe^Wi

_.I..WI

JOB 4 PASSPORT

"FOR THE FINEST IN

NliUtaMnH

Jim Cox Studio

§•■■!»■■ ■

pkctdqXOpkll

623-3145

218 Porter Drive (Behind Jerry's)

423-SM4
_

I j£fa

"CREATURE FROM
THE BLACK
LAGOON"
Pearl Buchanan Theater M.00

April 13-14 7:00
Glasses Provided 3-D

-V:= :-•.-:" :.AX S3~-;*I\".-:I\IBE-IAW;IN£WMAN
-:".:.:-•._-:-•.: :-..:•> 3-:==-• .if"* itE^Eivis
- •-: • :. .."-•. ^--: ■>•:-. :..;-•. WtrcARTlMSON
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[MANUEL LtVOlF
; LAURENCE OLIVIER
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ROBERT DUVALL KATHARINE ROSS TOMMY LEE JONES
JANE ALEXANDER .HAROLD BOBBINS THfc BETSY

Showtimes Nightly 7 & 9:15

LESLEY-ANNE DOWN JOSEPH WISEMAN EDWARD HERRMANN
PAUL HUOO KATHLEEN BELLER
Screenplay by WILLIAM BAST and WALTER BERNSTEIN
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-

Music JOHN BARRY Produced by ROBERT R WESTON
Oificled by OANIEL PETWE —An Ann] AriSIS M*,1(I R,>!>p."< '-If'TJW.!' P\NjuC!.fl
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Alpha Phi Sigma

Forty delegates from chapters in Texas, Alabama, New
York, Maryland and other

states will attend the annual
convention held for the first
time at the University.
The schedule of events
began with registration at 9
a.m. and will end tomorrow
night at the Convention
Banquet.
Robert Posey, Dean of Law
Enforcement will be speaking
at the banquet at which the

Phi Beta Lambda
fulfills its purposes
By DONNA BUNCH
Staff Writer
Through service activities
and group competitions, Phi
Beta Lambda is able to fulfill
its purposes of promoting
leadership and preparing
business students for their
future careers.
"It helps you be prepared to
face the business world. It
makes business leaders of
you," said Joan Zetzer,
historian for the organization.
Phi Beta Lambda members
are only required to take one
business course to join the
club. So far this year, they
have worked with the March
of Dimes, held a faculty appreciation tea and visited a
local nursing home at
Christmas.
One of the highlights of
their year was the Phi Beta
Lambda Leadership Conference, held in Louisville in
early March.
Seventeen

members of the University's
Upsilon Chi Chapter competed
in various business related
events.
The University chapter
returned with many awards,
including two first place
prizes. The first place prizes
were
for largest chapter
membership
and
the
Parliamentary
Procedures
Team.
Zetzer explained that "the
team of five people held a
business meeting and were
judged on their abilities to
follow
parliamentary
procedures." The team will
be traveling to San Francisco
in July to compete at the
National Conference.
Phi Beta Lambda has plans
for car washes, the regional
conference
and
an
educational tour to Cincinnati's Federal Reserve
Bank for the rest of the
semester.

ByLYNNEKRUER
Organizations Editor
It took a trip to Louisville
and hours of consideration,
but, recently a
communications group decided to
form a local chapter of the
Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRSSA).
The purpose of the society is
to
develop
increased
professionalism and to
establish contacts with outside
public relation practitioners.
The campus organization
under the direction of Glen
Kleine, assistant professor of
communications,
was
organised to involve all
students with a major or
minor in PR or an avid interest in the field.
The parent organization,
Public Relations Society of
America (PRSA), Is the

election of national officers
will be held.
Alpha Phi Sigma has three
members running for the offices of president, secretary
and treasurer this year.
It has 29 chapters spread
throughout the nation, according to Nikki Marasa,
president of the local chapter.
The purpose of our
organization, said Marasa, is
to promote and recognize
people in the criminal justice
field who have achieved
scholastic-ally.
The club sponsors banquets,
speakers, film series and
social events as part of the
agenda to acquaint the members with the criminal justice
field.
Alpha Phi Sigma has 48
members. They must have a
3.0 grade point average in law
enforcement and overall
Future plans include their
own local officer nominations
on April 3 and their annual
banquet, April 17.

Campbell said that "the
party got out of hand" and still
hadn't ended at 12:30 a.m.
when Director of Student
Activities, Skip Daugherty
stopped by to check the lodge.
When Daugherty returned
at 1:15 a.m., the party was
still going on. Campbell said
that as soon as they realized
what time it was, everyone

largest association of its kind
in the world, according to a
pamphlet about the club. It
has been in existence for
approximately 25 years.
To be a member of PRSSA,
one must have a 2.0 grade
point standing and have an
active interest in the field of
public relations. All members
are required to take at least
one course in the subject.
This year's PRSSA case
problem deals with the
American Heart Association
The theme is called "It's Your
Life."
Hal Griffin, PRSA member
and Public Relations Manager
of South Central BeU, will be
speaking at 3:30 April 12 in the
Kennamer Room as part of
the Mass Communications
Speaker Series.

.;*•*£

<*»

Fashion show
set tonight
The Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity is sponsoring the
first annual semi-formal Elaine Lowe, a senior elementary education major from London bids three dollars or three
Spring Fashion Show tonight cento at the Kappa Delta Tau slave auction held last Wednesday at the founUin T^e
at 7:30. It will be held in the pledges made approximately $60 for their service project
"*
Keen Johnson Ballroom.
Tickets are $1 in advance
and $1.50 at the door.
Entertainment is provided at
The Lancaster commuter 1965 and 1968 still own a brick
intermission. It is open to the parking lot now replaces the from the house as a memento,
public.
old Lancaster house, which The house was one of the
was torn down around 1970.
first organizational residences
The Pershing Rifles, who owned by a University club
lived in the building between located near campus.
left, "but the damage was
done."
Drive In
Since Sigma Chi admitted
Theatre
its guilt in violating the rules
concerning lodge parties,
there was no formal hearing,
but the fraternity was put on
probation.
We all have our fears...our nightmares.
"We feel that it was our own
This one came true!
fault," said Campbell.
"We've got to bear the burden'.'

Do I hear three?

Brick leaves impression

Sigma Chi put on probation
By LISA AUG
Staff Writer
As a result of some
over enthusiastic and careless
partying, the Sigma Chi
fraternity is on social
probation for the remainder of
the spring semester.
According to Tom Ramey,
the assistant to the Director of |
Student Activities and adviser
to the Inter-Fraternity
Council, social probation is
"standard disciplinary
procedure". It means that
Sigma Chi is prohibited from
all university social events,
excepting only rush activities
and spring formal.
Ramey refused to divulge
any details about the incident,
saying, "I don't believe it
should be published...It's
nobody's business but Sigma
Chi's."
But Sigma Chi President
Kip Campbell spoke quite
openly about the evening of
Feb.
2,
when
the
fraternity broke House rules
by having women on lodge
property after midnight.

5

PRSSA formed

Local chapter hosts national confab
ByLYNNEKRUER
Organizations Editor
The University's Criminal
Justice Honor Society, Alpha
Phi Sigma is sponsoring their
national convention in the
Stratton Building today and
tomorrow.
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PLUS 2nd BIG HIT

STANLEY
starts at Dusk

FLICKS

UniVER/ITY FILm/ERIE/
APRIL 6, 7, 8—7&9P.M.

YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN
The good looks you gel
from looking good. Start
with de\ shoes in sizzling
styles. Now add leather.
Rich, supple leather.
Finish it all off on a
distinctive sole. Dex shoes.
I ooking good.

• * RICHMOND DRIVE IN ••
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Miles South On US 25

Friday. Saturday & Sunday

YOUNG GIRLS ARE
THE CHOICE VICTIMS!
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Starts 7:30 P.M.

Frank put her
on the streets
at fifteen.

Live Stereo Broadcast
Each Monday Night 9:30 — 11
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APRIL 9—7&9P.M.

Flying Down to Rio

101.7

Starring Fred Astoire ond Ginger Rogers

\
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APRIL 10—7 P.M.

Maria taught her
the tricks of

THE MAN IN THE WHITE SUIT
Asruadrr Marfceadrtrk i TIGHT LITTLE ISLANDi It sae o( lar sgator db-eruetaao emerged from Balroa teamed) SHHal Ealmg. B) IMIiaTHEMAN
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JettaHoll
Shoes

APRIL 11, 12—6:30 & 9:15 P.M.

Richmond
MAIN STREET

Take Off From The Bad News Bears

Breaking Training

the trode.

StlllU»ilS "DIARY OF A
JIM S0T0S and HENRY SXARPELlT
Diitritu'ed '»
HOWJID MaNlER FILMS

s

RAPE"
Rated R

Half Price Special* During Stereocamt
Monday Night Fever T-Shirt Giveaway
Domino's Pizza Certificate* Giveaway
"■Album of the Weeh" Giveaway
from Recordtmith .
Sanyo Compact Stereo'Giveaway on
Display at Radio Shack, Univermity
Shopping Center
135 EAST MAIN. RICHMOND

OPEN NIGHTLY NEXT FRI. APRIL 14
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Nips Tierney in playoff

Colonels are Classic
as Clark takes crown

By MATTHEW DURHAM
Staff Writer
The Eastern "A" team took
first place and the "B" team
secon d place out of a field of 26
at the third annual Colonel
Classic held at Arlington
Country Club last Saturday.

same thing."
Clark, regarded as the
Colonels' top player, said he
was not surprised that they
could finish one-two. "We
played on three tough courses
in three tough tournaments
and coming back to our home

Colonels Tom Tierney and
Richard Clark tied for top
honors after regulation. Both
shot 145 after 36 holes, but
Clark winning the tie-breaker
with a birdie on the first hole
in the sudden death playoff.
Even though Clark was
going up against a teammate
in Tierney, he said he had no
second thoughts about the win.
"I went out there to win, I
never though about coming
in second," Clark said. "I'm
sure Tom was thinking the

course I thought we had a good
chance to win."
The Colonel Classic attracted the "best field ever,"
according to coach Jim Suttie.
Teams representing the Big
Ten, Southeastern Conference
and major independents
participated.
This was the first tournament win of the year for the
Colonels. They have been in
tournaments at Pinehurst,
Duke and Furman and placed
tenth out of 18, eighth out of 20

MONEY TO LOAN
On Anything Of value

JIM'S

and 12th out of 24 teams,
respectively.
The Colonels have gone
against the best collegiate golf
teams in the nation according
to Suttie. At Pinehurst the
winner was number-one rated
Oklahoma State while several
strong Atlantic Coast Conference teams also finished
near the top.
"The OVC is not real strong
in golf," said Suttie. East
Tennessee is considered the
favorite to win the OVC
championship.
"East Tennessee beat us by
four shots at Pinehurst and by
eight at Furman. However we
should be one of the top three
teams in the conference," said
Suttie.
One of Suttie's biggest
problems is deciding who will
be one of the starting five on
the "A" team.
"We have seven boys who
can all play 'A' team. Clark,
Tierney, Mike Frey, Dave
Gaer, Doug Brehme, Mike
Gray and Dave Clement are
all capable," said Suttie.
"If the OVC tournament
played with a seven man team
instead of five we would take
it," said Suttie.
The Colonels travel to
Dadeville, Ala. this weekend
to compete in the Southern
Junior-Senior Invitational.
School Standings
1. KMirrnKeaturky"A"
Z. Eulcrp Kentucky "B"
3. Traaeuee
1 IIIIIMUSUU'
I. MurrhradSUIr
I. AIUUB Pay Suic
7. I Imlnuali
I. Murray MM*
t. Ball Stale
II. WaMtnMfcMSM
11. Purdue
U. NonfcrnlttHta
U. Wtocowk.
II. Leah vlllr
11. TeaaeMee-Caattaaooia

PAWN SHOP
BUY-SELL-TRADE-PAWN

Bus Station
South Third
Richmond, Kentucky

II. sn■ -Carbeadak

n<

Ml
Ml
MS
Ml
111
111
111
III
117
111
Ml
123
MS
M*
OS
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Come To the Campus Barber Shop
in the Powell Building

%

OPEN DAY OR NIGHT FOR APPOINTMENTS

%

MEN AW WOMEN STUM FKUtTY-STUKHT DISCOUNTS

&

622-4178

Tom Tierney, above, and Richard Clark, right, had to go
from teammate to opponent as both tied for the lead at the
end of 36 holes in the Colonel Classic. Clark birdied the first
hole to win the individual championship. The Colonel's "A"
team won the team crown with the "B" team taking second.

OVC ready to expand as ETSU leaves
By BOBLANGFORD
Sports Editor
East Tennessee State has
dropped out of the Ohio Valley
Conference and will become a
member of the Southern Conference, effective June 30.
They will, however, play out
their OVC football schedule
nest fall.
The move was made
primarily for geographic
reasons, according to OVC
Commissioner Bob Vanatta.

"I hate to see them leave,"
Vanatta said. "But I understand their geographic
situation.
East Tennessee must travel
212 miles to play its
.nearest conference foe. In the
Southern Conference the
distance to other member
schools will be considerably
less.
"This is something they
have been considering for a
long time," Vanatta said.
"Once they got things rolling

Want to be

Anita's Bridal
Boutique

an umpire?

Spring Formats, Bridal Gowns and Tuxedos.

1

Fantastic selection.

mer at 6:30 p.m. Friday, in
the Richmond Park and
Recreation Building on
Lancaster Ave. across
from President Powell's
home.

10 color pictures tp.Lc.50
Private Appointments or* available

At McDonalds." we're having
a crazy contest. The "Guess the
Weight of the 50 Pound
Hashbrown" Contest.
Now. this may sound
silly, but if you can
guess how much a 50
pound hashbrown
weighs, you win! Just
come in anytime for a
game card, take a guess.

******* ^

'^Mm^SsIr*?-^—

624 2200

McDonalds presents the
contest you can't possibly lose.

to Pizza
\:

There will be a meeting
for anyone who is interested in umpiring softball and baseball this sum-

y

Spring Special
Photographic Portfolio

Sou/hern Hlll$ Plozo

it did happen a little faster
than I expected though."
One reason for East Tennessee's quick admission to
the Southern Conference may
have been the Mini-Dome, according to Vanatta.
"I know one of the things we
look for in a school is their
facility, so I'm sure that had
something to do with it. It is
one of the finest track
facilities in the country,"
Vanatta said.
With East Tennessee's drop-

^>MS

Let your teeth sink into a Thick n Chewy-"1 pizza.
Or let em crunch into a Thin 'n Crispy^ pizza. Let
yourself get your fill of your favorite topping ...or
let yourself go for the works-just say Supreme*1!
Let yourself go Italian-style.. with our Cavatini*
deep-dish pasta or a great big
dish of spaghetti. And don't
forget to let yourself go to our
Toss-All-You-Want Salad Bar
There's no stopping until you're
through ..when you let yourself go to Pizza Hut."

Richmond, Ky.
623-2264
Cash Value 1 20 Cent

ping out, the idea of expansion
is being considered even more
seriously than it had been
before.
"We need to have eight
teams, maybe even ten,"
Vanatta said. However, expansion "won't happen
tomorrow," Vanatta said.
The conference's standing
committee on expansion is
considering teams at thp
moment but Vanatta would
not disclose any names.
On April 11, the OVC's

athletic directors will decide
whether to keep the conference's post-season basketball tournament or dispense
with it.
"Right now I have no idea
how they are going to rule," he
said.
, ,-"Director of Athletics Don
Combs, however, said he feels
that it is a' 'dead issue."
"I don't see much use in it
(the tournament) really,"
Combs said.

Wilkersfon learns from
national competition
Rhonda Wilkerson scored
33.05 points in the AIAW
national meet last weekend at
the University of Washington
competing individually.
The freshman from Paris
scored 8.4 in vaulting, 8.4 in
uneven parallel bars, 8.45 in
floor exercises and 7.8 in the
balance beam.
Her appearance in the
national finals capped off her
first year at Eastern in which
she finished fourth in the
Region II championships and
led Eastern to a second-place
finish in the region.
"I didn't do well at all,"

Wilkerson said.
"The
(balance) beam hurt me but it
was a good learning experience for me."
"I saw some very tough
competition and I learned
some new tricks that I plan to
use next year. I really enjoyed the trip," she said. "I
saw a lot of green."
"Rhonda had two falls on
the beam which really hurt
her score in that event,"
coach Agnes Chrietzberg said.
"But we are still extremely
proud of the fine effort she
gave in this meet and all
season long."

and get one of McDonald's greattasting hashbrowns free with
your next breakfast purchase.
Now, that's not so silly
after all. is it? So come
in to a participating
McDonald's now until
April 16, 1978 for a game
card. Then try our "Guess
the Weight of the 50 Pound
Hashbrown" Contest. And get
a free hashbrown!
We do It .ill lor you

I/vicBonalcis

Eastern By-Pass

The'Guess the Weight off the
50 Pound HashbrowifContest.
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Colonels surprise Eagles in split

John Hissom, left, stands his ground as an East Tennessee
player tries to bowl him over for the run. The Buccaneers

Deuces wild for ladies

ByKENTINGLeX
time producing runs against
StaffWriter
Eastern's baseball team has Berea as they scored 34 runs
been just full of surprises this on 37 hits.
Eastern took the opener in a
past week. After destroying
Berea College on Friday, the 34-9 style as freshman, Robin
Colonels were completely out- Dotson went four for four with
classed by a strong East Ten- a double and a home run. He
also had seven runs batted in.
nessee team.
Junior, righthander, Ed
But yesterday was the
biggest surprise of all as the Johnson (1-0) was the winning
Colonels split a double-header hurler as he pitched 4% inwith OVC frontrunner nings to pick up his first win of
the season striking out seven.
Morehead State.
The game was highlighted
The Colonels lost the opener
in a 10-9 thriller which saw the bv home runs by five different
Greg Ringley
colonels come back from five Colonels:
down to tie the score at nine. Dotoon, Jeff Dotson, Prater
David
Napier.
Eastern then booted the and
Mike
Weaver
also
helped
the
game when they allowed a
cause
with
two
triples.
haserunner on an error by
Coach Jack Hissotn's nine
Ralph Kinder and let him
had
it a little bit tougher in the
score on another error by
second
game as Berea jumped
Gary Hatchett in Morehead's
out
to
a
5-1 lead. However,
half of the seventh.
The Colonels/ surprised freshman starter, Mike List
everyone by coming back (2-0) settled down and allowed
from that heartbreaking loss w^ om mon run in his fiveto win the second game 4-2. "wing atint.
took a twin bill from the Colonels last Saturday 22-7 and 15-3.
David Evans pitched an im- "ntt righthander struck out
The Colonels are 6-5-1 overall and 1-3 in the OVC.
pressive six and two thirds in- aeven before leaving "»favor
of senior Hatchett who
nings to pick up the win.
Corky Prater was the of- pitched bitleas ball over the
fensive star of the afternoon last two innings.
Meanwhile, Eastern rallied
for Eastern as he socked two
home runs while going five for back with eight runs In two innings to seal the second win of
seven with five RBI's.
On Saturday, came East the afternoon.
meter dash to set another
Individual winners for Tennessee State and trouble.
Saturday's game with East
record for the Lady Colonels. Eastern included Seippel in By the end of the first game Tennessee turned out to be a
Six new school records have the 100 meter hurdles, long the Colonels, thoughts must big disappointment as the
been set so far this season.
jump and 800 meters; have been on the weather; Colonels opened their OVC
Other noteworthy per- Schaeffer in the 1500 and 3000 hoping for a downpour. Un- season with two losses.
formers at the meet included nIOtor runs; Walker in the 100 fortunately all it rained was
East Tennessee is currently
Teri Seippel, who was almost and 200 meter dashes; Noreen East Tennessee hits as the 3-1 In OVC action and are
a one-woman team: she took White in the 400 meter hur- Colonels were walloped 15-3 picked to battle Morehead for
third in the high jump (5'6"), dies; Denise McCoy in the and22-7.
the division crown. Hissom
800 meters, (2:17) and 100 high jump; Geisler in the The Colonels had an easy said, "East Tennessee Is
meter hurdles (15.0) and then javelin and Hullette in the 400
added a fifth in the long jump meter dash.
for good measure.
In addition, the 880 medley
Hours:
On Tuesday, the Lady and mile relay teams were
Tutt. 10 i.m. to • p.m.
Colonels defeated Morehead victorious.
Wad. io am to • p.m.
State 87 to 52 in a twilight duel
This Saturday, the Lady
Thuri. 10 ».m. to • p.m.
at Tom Samuels track despite Colonels will compete in the
Fri. 10 i.m to C p.m
the absence of Paula Murray Invitational, in which
«*t. S i.m. to 2 i.m
Gaston and Utz, due to injury. almost 30 teams will vie
p5a>

totally committed to their
baseball program." They had
recently returned from a trip
south.
Eastern was crushed in the
double-header iw and 22-7.
The Colonels could only
manage IS hits in the twin bill
compared to East Tennessee's
33.

standard of 18:00 when she
placed second in the 5000
meter run in a time of 17:23.
Freshman Sue Schaeffer, a
fifth place finisher in the
nation in cross country last
fall, showed that she's also top
notch on the track by stepping
off times of 4:29 for third place
and 9:36 for second place in
the 1500 and 3000 meter runs,
respectively.
Schaeffer's
marks qualified her for the
Nationals in both events.
In winning the Javelin with a
toss of 127'10", Marie Geisler
Senior distance runner set a new school record.
Jenny Utz dipped well below Vickie Hullette, only a freshthe ' national qualifying man, ran 57.6 in the 400-

intramural highlights
The wrestling tournament
finals will be held tonight in
Alumni Coliseum starting at 6
p.m.
All participants are
asked to assemble at the
wrestling room at 5:30 p.m.
The finals of the One-Pitch
tournament will be held today
at 3:30 p.m. on Field 2.
The intramural Softball
schedule has been moving
along with games being
played Monday-Thursday of
each week.
With the intramural season
coming to an end there is a
close race for the all-sports
trophy in the fraternity
division. Theta Chi has a
slight lead over both Pi Kappa
Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.
In the independent division
PIT has a comfortable lead
over second-place Devil Dogs.
The race for third place is
close, however, with BSU

leading Sunshine, IKO and
Hillbillies by less than 100
points.
The Tug-O-War competition
was held last Thursday with
Pi Kappa Alpha defeating IKO
for the campus championship,
The Pikes lost only one pull
out of nine in winning the
crown. They had defeated
Theta Chi to win the fraternity
division while IKO had outpulled BSU for the independent title.
The last sport on the intramural schedule this year is
cross-country. The entries are
due Friday, April 14. The
course is approximately 3
miles long.
The women's Fast-Pitch
Softball Club traveled to West
Virginia last weekend to open
its first season ever.
The team played four games
and returned with a record of
2-2.

'His' and 'Her'
Wedding Bands
For Couples
who have a lot
in common.

Phone
623-1723

UP**

Eutern faired no better in Tenn^e! !"*, **■*»
the nightcap. David Dorsev **" "* C°l°n*U UUn8 " *

(14)752 imZSZ *&*+!**+***
another noon conference

gave up 13 runs to take the

doubleheader.

'™ *aiUrte» I
iKSNTUCKV

14m 2nd Street
_.,
Downtown
China
Silver
Crystal
Itaphfcf
Wedding Invitations
Bridal Registry

Engraving done in the store
Phone 623-9678
OH
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Sophomore, Davis Evans
took the loss in the opener as
he gave up 11 runs while
only lasting an inning and a
third. Senior, John Snedegar
finished up giving up only four
runs in his Rve-and-twothirds-inning stint.
Eastern was led offensively Eastern returns homt
by Darryl Weaver who went Saturday for a noon doubletwo for three,
header with conference foe

Women try harder being number two
By JIM KEEN
SUM Writer
To the women's track team,
the number two was a very
significant
figure
last
weekend at the Virginia
Invitational,
held
in
Charlottesville, Va.
The Lady Colonels finished
second to Maryland out of 14
teams, set two new school
records and most impressive
of all, qualified two individuals for the National
Championships.

loss.
The Colonels got behind
early and had to play catch-up
ball the rest of the game.
Eastern continued to chip
away but East Tennessee
refused to let them get close.
The Colonels' offensive
leaders were Mike Weaver
and Chris Leeaon. Weaver
went two for two and scored
three runs while Leeson
crashed a solo home run in the
fifth, his first of the year.
Eastern ended the week
„,„, , „_, ^ overal, ^
a 1-3 record in OVC action.

PHONE 623-4267
FASHION ■••«•.>
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Elliott to spend
summer in Africa
By BOB LANGFORD
SporU Editor
Kenny Elliott is going to
spend this summer just like he
has spent every summer since
be can remember—playing
basketball.
Only this time won't be
playing in his driveway or at a
neighborhood gym.
This summer the junior
guard from Lexington plans to
tour Africa with the Sports
Ambassadors.
Sports Ambassadors is an
organization which fields
teams in basketball, baseball
and soccer. They tour Latin
America, Africa and the
Orient playing local teams in
their sport and preaching the
word of God.
"I'll be bringing people to
Christ, not Just playing
basketball," Elliott said.
"This is a blessing," he said.
"It's a great opportunity to
help people.
"We'll play a game and
afterwards we'll talk to the
kids about Christ. That's what
it's mostly about," Elliott
Mid.

Sports Ambassadors is in its
25tn year and have sent over
SO teams to 45 nations.
The players who will participate are scheduled to meet
in California around the third
week of May.
There is only one catchElliott has to come up with
$2,840.
The athletes must pay for
their transportation, lodging,
food,
uniforms,
Bible
correspondence
courses,
brochures,
Bibles
and
equipment.
To raise the money, Elliott
has sent a letter requesting
donations to Churches and
organizations in Lexington.
This afternoon he will go
before the Fayette Adult
Christian Athletes both to
deliver an address and ask for
money.
Elliott was recomiuended to
Sports Ambassadors by his
head coach Ed Byhre but
securing a spot on the team
was not an easy task.
"It was a lot more than just
filling out an application,"
Elliott said. "I had to give

Taylor's
Sporting Goods
Awards Trophies Engraving

College Park Shopping Center
Eastern By Pass
623-9517

Bob Langford
Off the Cuff

Kenny Elliott does one of the things he likes to
testimonies and a lot of other
things like that.
"The first thing they did was
send me a letter asking me if I
was interested in working for
Christ," Elliott said.
Elliott has always been
active in youth counseling and
he says he feels that must
have aided in his selection.

do best, work with kids, as a student teacher.

"Last summer I was a
Counselor for Manpower and I
student taught over at Model
and that might have helped,"
he said. "I know that I have
strong Christian beliefs and
through other sources they
found out about it."
"This is definitely going to
help Kenny as an individual as

well as a player," Byhre said.
"He could play as good of
basketball in Lexington but
now ne is going to find out just
how many people live in the
world."
Elliott said he is excited not
only about the trip but in going
to Africa. "I'm going home,"
he said jokingly.

Seven feet no joke for Howell
By JIM KEEN
Staff Writer
It may have been April 1,
but the Colonel tracksters did
not fool around at the third
annual M S U Relays at
Morehead last Saturday.
At the seven-team affair in
which no team scores were
kept, the Colonels placed in 13

of 18 events, including three
first, three second and five
third place finishes.
Had team scores been
tallied, the Colonels would
have finished second to
Eastern Michigan.
Highlighting the meet for
the Colonels was junior Mike
Howell who took first place in
the high jump by clearing the

seven foot barrier for the first
time in his career.
Scott DeCandia's heave of
53'8V in the shot put and
Chris Goodwin's leap of 47'6"
accounted for the other
Colonel victories.
Saturday, the Colonels will
clash with Morehead, Tennessee Tech and East Tennessee in the OVC Eastern
Quadrangular at Morehead,
while on Tuesday, April 11, the
Colonels will host the E K U
All-Comers meet.

The OVC is changing more
than Isarel's border.
As was expected, East Tennessee has moved out of the
neighborhood into the higherrent district of the Southern Conference.
You can't really blame them
though. They've got a super
place to play, a large area
following and are improving the
quality of their teams;
especially since Sonny Smith
took over the basketball reigns.
The main reason for the switch
of course was distance. Now
they can travel by bus instead of
taking a Concorde.
East Tennessee coaches
estimated that they lost more
games to jet lag last year than to
cneoppostition.
Another time the Buccaneers
were forced to forfeit a game
because the airline lost their
luggage and equipment. That's
when they decided they had better stick closer to home.
But still, there were a few
other reasons for the move. The
Southern teams are a little better, the tradition is a little better
and the media coverage is much
better than the OVC's.
Now a replacement has to be
found and there isn't one in Kentucky or Tennessee. The conference was thinking about
Evansville until their plane
crash last December.
Jerry Calkin is an intense
man; the kind of guy who will do
anything to win.
When he was hired six years
ago it wasn't so he could worry
about his players' social lives
but to try to produce the best
gymnastics program possible. If

he thinks that not letting his
gymnasts be in frats is going to
do that, then that is his decision.
He may be wrong about the
frats taking too much time, but if
he is paying their way through
school he has the right to say a
little something about what they
do.
As a rule, football and basketball coaches have a lot more
pressure on them than the other
coaches do. But now that Calkin
has stirred up a little controversy at a school that goes out
of its way not to be controversial,
he has put a lot more pressure on
himself and his gymnasts
If he is going to take drastic
steps to win then he better win.
There are a lot of gymnastics
coaches that could lose and let
their boys in frats.

More stuff....
Here is a chance to really do
something good for somebody.
Kenny Elliott needs $2,840 and no
one should be more ready to help
than the students.
Elliott has been chosen to go to
Africa this summer to play
basketball and preach about
what he believes in, but he won't
get out of Maddox Hall without
some jack.
Now you can make up all those
Sundays you slept in, or spent
the collection money downtown.
Religious organizations and
even fraternities (there isn't a
no-frat rule on the basketball
team) could sponsor car-wasnes,
sell girls or hold basketball tourneys to raise some money for the
trip.
Just one thing; don't call it
the "Send Kenny Elliot to Africa
Car Wash."

University only provides equipment

Volleyballers must pay to play
Editor's note: This is the
second in a series of articles
on the University's club sports.
By CHRIS ELSBERRY
Staff Writer
Practicing in the shadowy
bowels of the Begley Building
there is a team that is trying to
promote the sport of volleyball
throughout the collegiate level
despite having numerous
problems.
Starting its fifth season, the
men's volleyball club has a
history of struggling through
many financial hardships.
"Every tournament we
have to travel to play in, costs
each person $20," said head
coach Dave Ramsay.
"Before, the University

used to pay for our entry fees
into tournaments (between
$20-135 dollars) but they don't
anymore, so we have to pay
more.
"Everything must come out
of our own pockets," Ramsay
continued. "We don't belong
to the USVBA (United States
Volleyball Association) so we
have to sponsor our own tournaments. That way we get
money to pay for our uniforms
and buy equipment.''
This is the first year the
volleyball club has not
renewed its membership in
the USVBA. The main reason
is the USVBA'S attitude towards clubs, according to
Ramsay.
"They really don't care
about clubs like ours," Ramsay said. "They are in the

process of trying to form some
kind of pro league and all they
are doing is looking for superstar players.
"They are supposed to be
promoting volleyball to people
all over the country but in
reality they are hurting
volleyball," he said.
"You have to belong to the
USVBA to get invited to one of
their tournaments, but when
the entry fees just to become a
member are $12.50 a person
and $25 for the team, it's just
not worth it.
"So we just have to get on
the phone, write letters and
hope that we get some replys
Mostly we play YMCA teams
and some USVBA clubs but
Kentucky, Tennessee and
Morehead have clubs like ours

so we try to schedule them
whenever we can.
"But, forming our own tournaments is the only way we
can get money to play in different tournaments and if we
couldn't, we would cease to
exist," Ramsay said.
"I don't know why," said
Ramsay "It's such a low account that is given to the clubs
anyway it really doesn't make
that much difference.''
The University does,
however, help out a little bit.
"We get use of the gyms in the
Begley building at least three
times a week," Ramsay said.
"Equipment wise we get
everything we need; now if we
can get our money situation
straightened out, we'll really
beset."

( Scoreboard
Upcoming Events
Baseball

Colonel Classic
Individual Results
I. Richard Clara KKU
ToaiTleraey-EKU
3 DaveGaer-EKU
John Hamarla • Teaa.
I TaaGearif-SIU-E
t MlkcKrry-KKl'

111
1«5

|
Men's, Women's Track

Tacaaay, April 11, F.Kl! AlK'emtn
Satarda y. April I, Teaaeaaee Teca vi. Meet I p.m. Tarn Samurb Track
Eatlera U p.m.. Tarkey Hacket Kteld
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Computers have changed the pace of America
Thirty years ago there was porations, data processing systems analytic aouioea.
power is being brought to bear
one.
One company, for Instance,
Five years later there were on business, scientific, offers pre-tested programs to
engineering, academic and handle specific chores for a
IS.
Ten years ago, about 30,000 social problems at in- variety of business and inwere at work and today more creasingly lower cost to the dustrial customers—from
than 300,000 are installed with user."
small manufacturing firms
Originally, the computers where production schedules
thousands more coming.
They are computers. Once utilized vacuum tubes—18,000 are vital for control and profit,
the impenetrable domain of of them in the first comDuter, to contracting firms whose
white-frocked scientists and EN1AC, built in the late IMO's. estimates must be as precise
Today, all of the ENIAC cir- as the latest price-and laborengineers, today the commonplace information cuitry converted to ultra-tiny costing dau can make them.
The potential for such inprocessing tool literally is IBM Series-1 chips could be
changing the face of America. housed in the space occupied novation can be seen by
examining first the comShrinking in size and cost, by just one of those tubes.
Early computers weighed parative costs of computing
growing in capacity and simbrDAVKcanNiTi
plicity, the computer is the tons and required specially and, then, the number of small
The ravine is a spot for rest and relaxation for sophomore in corrections from Owensboro. trigger for a revolution in how air-conditioned rooms. Now business enterprises in the
people conduct their desk-sized and smaller United States.
Tim Bartholomew, a junior corrections major Bicycle riding can take a lot out of a person.
In 1962, it cost fl.X to do
businesses and think about in- systems boast ease-of-use
from Louisville, and Kathy Kamuf, a
features unknown to the 100,000 multiplications on an
formation.
IBM computer. Six years
C.B. Rogers, Jr.. IBM vice pioneers of computerization.
Using step-by-step guide later, the cost was 26 cents; by
president and president of its
General Systems Division, books and computer assisted 1964, 12 cents; by 1970, a
said, "Because of advances in instructions on the very nickel.
Today, those same
technology and reductions in machines they will use for acbe
price, we now offer computing counting or scientific use, multiplications can
By LISA AUG
According to both Wallace policies, Calkin said, "Our systems to virtually all today's computer buyer need executed for a penny.
Staff Writer
and Neely, Calkin's personal team competes at a very high business and industry.
have little or no data
Internal Revenue Service
Few students are forced to policies are at the root of the
"From the one-person in- processing experience, little statistics estimated there are
level. We need people to give
make the kind of decision that problem.
their very best effort and we vestment firm to the small or no programming ex- 9.3 million firms of which 96
three University gymnasts
Wallace said that Calkin ask them to give 100 percent. departments of very large cor- perience, and little or no percent are classified by the
had to make this semester- "made a lot of people uneasy"
choose between gymnastics by constantly checking up on
and their fraternity.
them. "He was hurting the
According to sophomore attitudes of the gymnasts. He
Kevin Nally, Coach Gerald destroyed morale."
Calkin came into his room
I don't want to slander
early one morning and told Coach, Wallace explained.
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
him that he either had to de- "He's done a good job In
pledge Sigma Nu or quit the running the program here.
EASTERN BY-PASS RICHMOND, KY.
team. Nally quit the team (But) I hate to see gymnastics
because "I don't like being hurt. If he doesn't change his
made to quit. If Sigma Nu had policies a lot of gymnasts are
forced me to the same choice, going to quit." "
Of the three gymnasts
I would have de-pledged."
Brad Wallace also resented forced to a choice, only team
being forced to choose bet- co-captain John Harkey
ween his fraternity, also decided to depledge.
Sigma Nu and gymnastics.
"Of course I don't think its
"Gymnastics meant a whole fair," said Harkey. "But I
lot to me," said Wallace.
have to follow his policy if I
"I spent a lot of time want to be on the team."
evaluating my time and I In answer to criticism of his
decided that I could handle
both gymnastics and Sigma
Nu. And I was handling it. I
feel like I actually improved
(in gymnastics) since I
The MAYOR'S SUMpledged last spring."
Wallace explained that on MERSCENE is now accepting
the morning of ' March 6, applications for Summer EmLouisville's
Calkin came into his room and ployment.
asked him if he was a member "Cultural Program on
of Sigma Nu. When Wallace Wheels" is looking for talenanswered in the affirmative. ted musicians, puppeteers, arCalkin told him to "come tists, and actors.
clean out your locker today."
SUMMERSCENE'S deadliWallace said that the past ne for accepting applications
few weeks have been very is Mayt.
difficult for him, "struggling To get an application, call
to make up" after having the 587-3157 or drop by the SUMflu and trying to change MERSCENE Office in City
Calkin's policy of not allowing Hall, 601 West Jefferson,
gymnasts to join a fraternity. Room 10.

Small
Business Administration as "sm all."
Proprietors of these small
enterprises have the same
requirements as their counterparts In very large corporations. They must bill
their customers, manage their
inventories, analyse their
costs, evaulate alternative
costs and keep bookkeeping
records precisely.
In addition, energy costs

must be managed. In one
firm's product offering array
is a special Series-1 minicomputer-based
power
management package, prewritten and designed to
minimize electrical consumption.
Many companies use
power
management
techniques. Users commonly
have electrical bills of $5,000 a
month.

■

Recuperating

Gymnasts made hard choice
between fraternities and team

Levis

Louisville
jobs open

Today's computers, many desk-sized or smaller,
use tiny silicon chips that have reduced cost and size while increasing speed and reliability. Each of the IBM chips shown
here can store 46,000 pieces of information, or the equivalent
of a 6,000-word term paper.
STORE HOURS- IOA.M. TIL 9R.M.

HEADQUARTERS

MON. THRU SAT.
OPEN SUN. 130 TIL 6P.M.

PRICES GOOD
THRU APRIL 8
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709 Big Hill A«e. 624-2913
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Next to Burger Qieei

FOR

Delivery
Personnel

REGULAR
$15. TO $17.
PAIR ,

Wanted
Dommos Pizza is now hiring delivery people
for day shift

. ., ' •

insurance and able to hustle during rush.
Apply in person.

After 4 PJI.

Domino's Pizza
119 S. Collins
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SAVE NOW!
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Steve Crump

Seminar focuses
on 'nearlyweds'
By AVA CUTICCHIA
SUM Writer
Dr.
John
Burkhart,
associate professor of home
economics, will lead the first
program of the Pre-Marriage
Seminar tonight at 7:00 in the
Family Living Center of the
Burner Building.
The fourth annual PreMarriage Seminar, "Before
You Tie the Knot," is sponsored by the Wesley Foundation and the Residence Hall
Programs.
"Communications Before
and After" will be the topic of
the first of four discussions
held on consecutive Thursday
nights in April.
Burkhart, who took four
years of graduate studies in

Transportation
conference
set tomorrow
A conference on public
transportation in central
Kentucky will be held April 6
and will hear discussions on
senior citizen vans, ride
sharing and subscription
buses.
The meeting, starting at
9:30 a.m. in the Powell
Building, is sponsored by the
University of Government, the
Bluegrass Area Development
District and the University of
Kentucky
Colleges
of
Engineering and Continuing
Education.
The keynote speaker, Dr.
Frank Davis, assistant
professor of marketing and
transportation, University of
Tennessee.

theology and is an Episcopal
priest, received a Master's
and a PhD in counseling at
Ohio State University.
He also did post-doctoral
work in Marriage and Family
Life at the University of
Pennsylvania.
Burkhart will discuss the
"social barriers that prevent a
couple from communicating."
Problems in communication
result
from
"noncommunicating
family
traditions" in which "kids are
raised to be quiet," Burkhart
said.
Almost everyone has a
"basic human fear of being
open - expressing one's
thoughts," explains Burkhart.
This fear leads to a
"prevailing loneliness of the
average American person who
is married or dating."
Burkhart will set up a series
of communication situations
for people to react to.
The three other lectures in
the seminar are:
—April 13, "Marriage and
Money Matters" lead by Rev.
Eugene Strange, Dr. David A.
Wiles and Jean Elliot.
—April 20, "Sex in
Marriage" lead by Dr. Merita
Thompson.
-April 27, "Inter-Faith
Marriage" lead by Father
Ronald Kettler and Rev.
Eugene Strange and "Birth
Control:
Its Role in
Marriage" lead by Dr. Coles
Raymond.
Everyone, whether or not
, they are planning to marry in
the near future, is invited to
become involved in the
seminar.

He sounds good
on or off the air

Solfvin deals with life after death
By ROBERTSANDERS
Staff Writer
The College of Arts and
Sciences, in cooperation with
the Centerboard Lecture
Series, last week presented
Gerold
Solfvin,
senior
research associate at the
Psychical Research Foundation.
The Foundation, located on
the campus
of
Duke
University in Durham, North
Carolina, Is one of the
foremost parapsycholoeical
research institutions in the
United States.
Solfvin's lecture mainly
dealt with experiences of life
after death and out-of-body
experiences.
"Specifically, I deal with
survival, survival after bodily

BoHtke Gwidm

HJL

Pepper Steak
—THUR. & FRI. NITE
Served with sliced prime
mixed with green peppers
tomatoes or onion.
Also, you'll be served w
finest Chinese Oolong Ice
Tea with no extra charge

All For.

perience is what he is getting; not only at WEKY, but WKYTTVaawelL

Steve Crump, jocking it at WEKY every weekend. TMi
junior communications major from Louisville is very at ease
when using his voice. Experience is what he wants and ex-

death" he explained.
feelings and experiences
Included In his lecture were concerning her deceased
case studies of persons who husband.
The youthful Solfvin excontacted the PRF.
plained his research with the
The highlight of the lecture Foundation and the research
was a tape recording made by of many of his leading
a woman from New Zealand counterparts.
He called
after her husband's death. parapsychology, "one of the
The tape had previously been most difficult fields I have
heard by only IS people.
dealt with."
Her story dealt with the Solfvin could provide no
emotional and psychological answer for the many

psychological phenomena he
researches, "as far as I can
see, there is no single experiment or series of experiments that win give us an
answer to if there is an
existence after bodily death."
For further study in the field
Solfvin
suggested
the
following readings: Life After
Life by Raymond Moody and
At the How of Death by Dr.
Osls.

Across the nation

Summer jobs look good
A Review of summer job
opportunities for college
students at Guest Ranches,
National Parks and recreation
areas for this coming summer
looks good.
Job opportunity analysts
researching opportunities for
this coming summer indicate
that excellent opportunities
exists throughout the nation.
As usual good jobs will be very
competitive, however, those
applying early will have a
good chance.
National Parks and the
supporting
industries
surrounding
them
will

probably be the best potential portunities go unfilled because
again this year. Many new students don't bother to
recreation facilities have apply.
started this past year in areas
Direct response from
close to National Parks.
aggressive students indicate
Private summer camps and excellent pay, rewarding
youth retreats which operate experiences and opportunities
through the summer will be for future employment.
hiring college students as
Students and graduates who
counselors and general em- are sincerely interested In
ployees.
receiving assistance on
College students should be locating summer jobs may
advised that many good jobs send a self addressed stamped
go unfilled as a result of envelope for a FREE booklet
general apathy and lack of to Opportunity Research,
interest on the part of many Lock Box 730, Coeur d'Alene,
students.
Some good op- ID 83814.

SANYO DXT-5004
AM/FM, 8-track turntable
with speakers

Carry OUt Phone 623 2652
NIX1I0BIGK

One HOUR
DRY CLeaneRS

Sale Price

;<a&3S

IjJ

/hack
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Mini Fair April 13
The public is invited to
attend the Spring Arts and
Crafts Mini Fair April 13th.
The fair, sponsored by the
Student Association, will be
held from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in
the plaza surrounding the
Meditation chapel.
Area artists and craftsmen
will display and sell such

items as stainglass, pottery
and woodcrafts.
The registration fee paid by
the exhibitors will be donated
to the Scotia Disaster
Memorial Scholarship Fund, a
memorial to the men who died
in the Scotia Mine disaster.
Rain-out date will be April
20,1978, same time and place.

SUB CENTER

COLLEGE CAMPUS

SPECIAL!

inly

Radio

°»L y>
GOOD AT EITHER SHOPPER S
VILLAGE OR MAIN STREET LOCATIONS
Good Friday Only

®

Steve Crump U that really
you?'"
During our talk, he cues up
records, tells the time and
weather arid answers
telephone calls. "I like people
to call. I feel in touch with
them and what kind of people
are listening. I think Richmond is harder to determine
audience-wise, than Louisville
is. Here there is such a wide
range in a realtively small
community-college kids, farmers and city people.''
Steve mentioned the strange
phone calls that go along with
his job. "People will call and
ask what the weather forecast
is right after I give it." "I've
even had calls from people
who want to settle bets and
call me, because they think
jocks know all the answers.''
He leans over to start a cartridge. His large frame is
toned down by a sort of friendly bear look. Steve inflects
this big, but soft touch in his
voice.
As Steve positions himself
again he voluntarily gives his
view on ego in the industry. "I
used to have a big ego at first,
but I learned that it's no good.
Jocks on an ego trip don't
really have much going. You
should be confident, not
cockv."
Steve has met many radio
and television personalities
while working in Louisville
during the summer. "I was
fortunate to be heped by Gary
Burbank (WHAS) and Reed
Yaden (WAKY). But I think
the world of Dave Solly at
WAVE. He showed me how to
write for broadcasting. Not
any of these professionals has
been to busy for them to take
time out for me."
Radio is not what Steve wants for the rest of his life. "I
want to go into TV news. I like
news over any other aspect of
broadcasting. Jocking is simple. You do the same thing for
x number of hours every day."
Since radio is where he started out though, it will always
be there. "Even if I get a Job
in TV, I'll probably have to dot,
a radio shift once in awhile.
There will always be a place in
my heart for jocking."

SPRING FEVER SPECIAL

V

Snooper i Village Shopping Center

By MARY ANN JENKINS
Goest Writer
"This is Steve Crump at
WEKY and the time is 7:46."
Another record spins as the
night slides by for this disc
jockey.
Steve Crump, a
University junior, makes his
vocal appearance on weekends st WEKY in Richmond. He
has another job at WKYT-27 in
Lexington during certain
weekdays as a news intern.
"Experience is what I need
to get, and I'm doing pretty
good. I can get the bucks later
with the experience I'm getting now." Steve looks "laid
back," donning his favorite
blue toboggan, as if life will
come to him. But ambitious
eyes tell another story and so
does his list of previous jobs.
"I started working last summer at WSTM for pay and
WAKY for free, both in
Louisville. I had done news at
the campus station before that
at school." Steve still does
some occasional work at the
campus station.
Steve started with a political
science major here. It wasn't
quite what he thought it would
be like, so he tried an introductory course in communications. "I really liked
it I felt a need to express
myself and this was the way to
doit"
Steve says he has some gift
of gab, but the truth is he's
just not nervous about talking.
"The first job in broadcasting
is when you're the most self
conscious and nervous. After
that you are working with
your voice constantly and
always improving, but not
consciously. Then you lose the
nervousness."
His voice is soft and easy on
the ear. No big rock V roller
or smooth talker. "I project
more on radio than normal,
but I try not to sound like, 'Hi!
This is my Big Boy voice'—too
fakey."
His voice is also
recognizable on the street.
"People will stop me at a
grocery store if they hear me
talking and say, 'I was in
Heck's today and heard you
over the radio,' or, 'You're

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES
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AND
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EAT IN
TAKEOUT
FREE DELIVERY
MINIMUM $175

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435
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Bisexuality
More people are turning on to AC-DC love

What a quack
An intent conversation seems to be going on
between freshman Julie Miller, a Broad-

(PWUky SCOTT ADAMS)

casting major from Middletown, Ohio and
her pet duck, Ashley.

Tryouts, clinic to be held
for cheerleader hopefuls
The 1978-79 University
cheerleaders will be selected
during the month of April to
cheer during the 1978-79 men's
football, men's basketball and
women's basketball seasons.
Guidelines for eligibility are
as follows:
1. Cheerleaders must be
single, undergraduate
students who will be at EKU
the full year.
2. Must have attended EKU
a semester prior to tryouts as

a full time student and must
not be on either academic or
social probation at the time of
tryouts (2.0 G.P.A. required).
3. Any student regardless of
race, color or creed that
meets the qualifications
stated above shall be eligible
for tryouts.
4. Cheerleaders shall be
selected for one year terms.
Clinics will be held on April
17, 18 and 19 at the Begley
football field (or gym in case
of bad weather). Cheerleader
applicants must attend two

out of three clinics. Time for
the clinic is set for 6:00
and will be conducted by the
1977-78 squad.
Cheerleader applicants can
secure application forms from
the Office of Student Activities
and Organizations in the
Powell Building. Applications
must be turned in no later than
4:30 p.m., April 17, 1978.
If anyone has questions
concerning tryouts, please
call Dr. Calitri at 822-1137 or
see him at the Alumni
Coliseum, Room 114.

Editor's Note: This is the preferences now, but it wasn't
homosexual or straight and I mentioned, Bryant grins mit that there are many
first in a series of articles on always that way for him.
could take my pick as to which widely and nods his head. problems involved in this type
University lifestyles.
"I come from a very I wanted to be. After she "You'd be surprised how of lifestyle.
religious family who have calmed down a bit, I got her to many bisexuals there are on
By LARRY BERNARD
"I really think it's easier to
Feature Editor
very strict beuefs. When I had understand it more. "
this campus. Of course, there be heterosexual or even
Bisexuality is slowly slip- my first homosexual exAs Bryant spoke about his are more homosexuals but homosexual than being
ping out of the powerful grip of perience when I was 17-years- wife and their troubles, his bisexuality seems to be the bisexual. A lot of my straight
obscurity and is being thrust old, I felt guilty as hell for eyes became somewhat misty in'thing to do now. I think the friends don't even know that
in the national limelight.
months afterward. But I've and he reached his hand up world is accepting bisexuality I'm bisexual so I'm constantly
Bisexuality is growing and is learned to overcome the quickly to swipe at the tears.
more now than they used to." hiding it from them.
now in full bloom.
guilt."
"This has made her more
Bisexuality is not a lifestyle
"On the other hand I have to
Bisexuals, like homosexuals
Bryant says that he was paranoid of my love for her
without problems. The book assure my gay friends that
before them, are boldly never sexually drawn to one Sometimes she forgets and Focus:
Human Sexuality I'm serious about a
coming out of their closets, sex or the other. "It was asks me where I'm going reports that bisexuals often homosexual lifestyle. I swear
forming clubs, having parties always a person. I don't think when I go out. But she's begin- encounter difficulties because that sometimes I feel like I'm
and staking out discotheques. I've ever leaned more toward ning to learn that I can love both sexes often shy away caught right in the middle of it
Yet little is known to most one sex; it's always pretty her and still have sex with from the bisexual. "Most all," he sighed.
Americans about the bisexual well divided.
There are other men. I think maybe homosexuals tend to doubt the
"Sometimes I'd like to wear
phenomenon, mainly because qualities in both sexes that at- someday she might com- truth of the label bisexual. a T-shirt around that says in
so little has been written on tract me sexually. But I pletely
understand the They think it is just someone big bold letters 'Bi's make
the controversial subject.
refuse to reveal those situation," Bryant said working his way to being good lovers for everybody' or
Probably the most qualities," he grinned brightly, his face lighting up in homosexual." the book states. something like that," Bryant
knowledgeable source of in- broadly.
a big smile.
Although he thoroughly en- laughed loudly. "Or maybe it
formation is included in the
The Kinsey Report stated
When the sudden popularity joys his life of bisexuality. could say something like 'I'm
Kinsey Report, a published that most bisexuals usually of bisexuality on campus is Bryant will be the first to ad- an AC-DC person '"
research which deals with don't have the capacity to fall
male sexuality According to in love with just one person.
that report there are 20 per Bryant agrees with this
cent of American men who are assumption.
considered bisexuals for at
"It's true for me, I know. I
least a year of their lives.
love my wife more than
Bryant is a University anybody else, but someday
student who considers himself there may be a guy who'll
a member of that select group, come along and sweep me off
like most bisexuals, he is my feet," he laughed. "But I
married.
would still love my wife. Most
A tall, slender guy with people may not understand
blond curly hair that falls over that, but I would."
his forehead in a boyish manBryant has been married for
ner, Bryant has been in- a couple of years and although
dulging in bisexuality for his marriage has been stormy
some years now. He remem- at times, he insists that he and
bers having sexual urges his wife are very happy
toward both sexes very early together.
"We have had a lot of
in his life.
"I can remember sitting in trouble since she found out
class when I was in grade about my bisexuality," he adschool and dreaming about mitted. "A few months ago a
having sex with the guy sitting friend of hers saw me and a
next to me. And then the next guy coming out of a gay bar.
day I'd wanna go to bed with She told my wife about it and
my female teacher," he there was a big scene.
"My wife told me there way Rick Bowlin, a freshman pre-law major, from his guitar for the studying, sleeping and sunlaughed.
Bryant is able to laugh and no such thing as being a Carlisle, Ohio, found a moment to bring a lit- bathing students in the ravine,
joke about his sexual bisexual. She said I was either tie music to the spring scene, as he strummed

That s entertainment

licensing age may enroll in the
course. Teenagers under 18
years of age will need parental
consent.
The course will give instruction to present and
potential motorcyclists the
skills necessary to ride in
traffic, including a session
devoted
to
advanced
maneuvers. Classroom and
on-cycle experiences are part
of the instruction.
Motorcycles for use in the
course will be loaned by two
Richmond dealers and

m
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Rugs & Britches

Instruction for motorcyclists
conducted April 12-May 6
The University's Traffic
Safety Institute will conduct a
course in motorcycle riding
April 12 through May 6.
The course will involve 22
hours of instruction and is
scheduled to meet on Wednesday from 6-8:30 p.m. and
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 12
noon in room 232 of the
Stratton Building, the major
facility in the Robert R.
Martin Law Enforcement,
Fire Science and Traffic
Safety Center.
Any person who is of

«-"«"""»
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Spring is in the air.

Stop in and look. You'll find discounts on today's fashions
today. Don't wait till the end of the season.

students will be provided with
safety helmets. Successful
graduates will receive course
completion cards that make
them eligible for insurance
premium discounts offered by
several motorcycle insurance
companies.
Persons interested in
enrolling or want more information about this course
should contact the University
Traffic Safety Institute,
telephone 622-2236. The course
will be limited to the first 16
registrants.-
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Nifty has it together
Tank Tops Short Shorts
Boxer Shorts Terry Cloth. Tops
Garland

Jetts
MS*

■k^ari- WMWmmS
Next door to Garland Jottt
Downtown

Richmond

For your outdoor fun in the sun.
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Delicate musical will usher in spring season
The theatre lights dim and
the curtain opens to a second
act introduction with a gigantic
full-voice chorus, 35 dancing
girls and a bellowing orchestra.
You can expect to see just the
opposite when "The Fantasticks" comes to Gifford
Theatre April 25-30.
According to Dr. Richard
Benson, chairman of the
Department of Speech and
Theatre Arts and director of the
musical, there will be a three or
four piece orchestra, character
dancing only by individuals and
no chorus.
But in case you're beginning
to feel pangs of disappointment
deep in your theatrical soul,
take heart. I tended to agree
with Benson when he told me,
"I think it will be just as appealing."
"The Fantasticks" is "a little
story about two lovers and the
two parents that put up the
facade of trying to keep their
children apart while using a
wall built between their two
houses as a ploy to get them
together," Benson explained.
The play has many of the
traditional elements of
musicals, including adventure,
love songs and happy endings.
Benson chose the play "for
practicality and a change of
pace.
"It is a good musical and has
always been very popular. It
has had a continuous run as an
off-Broadway play since 1960,"
he said.
Benson pointed out that one
interesting feature of the
musical is that it has two casts.
"We double cast in order to
give more of our BFA and
theatre arts majors a chance.
We are employing 14 actors for
eight characters," he explained.

A double cast makes it doubly
tough for the director who must
literally direct two different
productions.
"This makes it much more
time-consuming.
Although
both casts are essentially
blocked the same way, dif-

portant ingredient for any
musical, you know.)
"The Fantasticks" is what
you might term a delicate
musical with eight or 10 songs
and a small orchestra. I'd call
it a fitting welcome for spring
and my prediction is it will be a

the arts
tina schoewe
ferent actors can give different
interpretations. The casts are
costumed differently, according to each actor's interpretation," Benson added.
For a study in theatrical contrasts, you might want to go
twice. (lam.)
The lead roles in the first cast
are held by Steve Connelly and
Jan Riddell. The other actors
include Cindy Bohn, Jack
Shumway, Brian Chic, Mark
Sowell, Lowell Massey and Scot
Byrd.
The lead roles in the second
cast are held by Kem McWhorter and Janet Berry and
their supporting actors are Dan
Haughey, Mike Hester, Tony
Gordon and Mark Miles. Bohn
and Massey hold roles in both
cases.
Musical director is Dr. Bruce
Hoagland, associate professor
of music and the assistant
director and dance master is
BillyeKillman.
Have I succeeded yet in enticing you to go? (If not, then
keep reading.) This musical
may be simple in style but it
does have character. (An un-

musical you don't want to miss.
(I'm full of predictions this
time of year.)
For as Benson concluded,
"Every time you do a musical
it's an experience." And as
the Arts Editor suggests, don't
let the curtain go up without
you.

By the Way...You guys are no
fun at all. I gave you an exciting, stimulating challenge
and only one brave soul accepted it. This can mean any
one of three things. Either you
just don't care (shame on you),
you don't read the arts page (oh
dear) or you don't read the
Progress. (Impossible.)
Anyway, my one participant,
Don McNay, only got two out of
three categories correct but I
think he deserves his name in
the paper. It was nice to hear
from him. And as for the rest of
you; well, you're just not any
fun.
Sports Editor Bob Langford
correctly predicted the largest
number of categories, beating
out everyone else on the
Progress staff. He was correct
on three out of the five
categories. In other words, the
Sports Editor got more right
than the Arts Editor. I just
don't understand it.

this week

The annual Student Art Show
will open Monday evening at
7:30 p.m. in Giles Gallery

in the arts
Tonight in Foster 300, Dr.
Richard Bromley, associate
professor of music, will give an
electronic music concert at 8:30
p.m. Read more about it in Jeff
Hillard's story.
•••••
Earlier this evening at 7:30
p.m. David Gillum will give a
faculty recital on French horn
in Brock Auditorium.
•••*•
Tomorrow and Saturday the
EKU Dance Theatre will
present their spring concert

|Pk«U k> STEVE BROWN I

These four seemingly ordinary-looking people (Steve Connelly,
Jan Riddell. Janet Berry and Kem McWhorter) will be transformed into two sets of lovers when "The Fantasticks" comes to
Gifford Theatre April 25-30.

Marshall and Dwight Pigman.
Gallery hours are from 9:15
a.m. to4:30p.m.

••••*

*•••*

"Dancers Dancing Dances
Part II" at 7:30 p.m. in Gifford
Theatre. Tickets are 75 cents in
advance and $1 at the door. For
advance tickets, call 3504 or
contact one of the members.
Special guest artist for the
evening will be Tracy McDonald.
••*••

See Ginny Eager's story for
more information on the Concerto Concert Monday evening
at 8:30 p.m. in Brock
Auditorium.

On Tuesday, Deborah Spencer will give an organ recital at
8:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
• •••*
Read more about Andre Montal, tenor, in my story. He will
give a reciliil on Wednesday at
8:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium
and will be accompanied by
Frank Conlon. piano.
••••*
An exhibit of student art is
being shown in the Giles
Gallery through tomorrow afternoon. It features work by
Ann Galiger, Robin Young. Don

KET NEWS...America is
caught up in a phenomenon of
roots—finding out who we are,
what experiences we share and
from whence we came. "Turnabout" explores "A Woman's
Roots" through a book and a
film on Monday at 8:30 p.m.
"Journey To The Outer
Limits," an Emmy awardwinning National Georgraphic
Special, premieres Tuesday at
8 p.m. The program follows the
adventures of 19 youths from
the city as they go through the
rigorous training of Colorado's
Outward Bound School.
—

JOES

DEEP DISH

PIZZA

Toppings .50 each
Sausage, pepperoni. ground beef,
bacon, fresh mushrooms, green peppers, onion, black olives & green
olives.
Small 2.25 Medium 3.75
Large 6.00
(8x10)
(9x12)
(12x17)
We suggest JOE'S SPECIAL
(Extra portions of all topping S extra
cheese)
Small 4.00 Medium 6.00 Large 8.00

JOE'S
9 2.00

PIZZA

12 3.25

16 5.00

Toppings .50

APPETIZER
Joe's Breadstick
Tossed Salad
w/1000 island, Italian, French,
Blue Cheese

oOES

.50
.50

HAMBURGERS

'/< lb. of 100% ground beef served on
an English Muffin w chips 61 Kosher

dill.
Cheeseburger
1.25
(choice of cheeses)
Combo Burger
1.50
(bacon & cheese
Mushroom Burger
1.50
(sauteed in butter)
Pizza Burger
1.50
(pizza sauce & mozz cheese)

JOES

FRIED

CHICKEN

Our own recipe
If you're tired of
plain fried chicken ybu'll love Joe's.

FREE DELIVERY 6237752

COMPLETE CARRY-OUT MEN0
•turf.
-

Monday Thru Saturday
Aher 6 p M

DON'T FGmXT OP DAILY BUFFET
11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
s

All the Pizza and Breodsticks You Con Eot for 1.99

7-

4 Piece Box
2.25
DRINKS
Coke, Sprite, Tjjp,
MY.'Vioo, Iced i ea

•v

.30

.40

.50
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More musicians are beginning
to 'turn on' to electronic sound
ByJEFFHILLARD
Staff Writer
The shape of this electronic
marvel resembles the multiwired control panel of a
telephone operator. Yet, the
operator's switchboard is
silent. This musical sensation
speaks and is reproductive-yes, but in the musical
r'sense.
As a progressive influence of
electronic music, the synthesizer has changed the lives
of originals such as Herbie
Hancock, Chick Corea and the
University's prominent composer-arranger, Richard
Bromley.
The rhythm patterns and
background beat produced by
the synthesizer are "impossible
to confine," according to
Bromley, who will tonight
present a recital spotlighting
his original classical and jazz
compositions, while using the
synthesizer as the main attraction.
Sound is first introduced to
the synthesizer by choosing a
usually flowing rhythm on what
appears to be a typical pianotype keyboard. However, it is
not exactly akin to functions of
an organ or a piano.
"The synthesizer keyboard
: can only produce one note at a

time. And then, all the reliance
is placed on the technology of
the synthesizer, which can invent a great many colorful
melodies," Bromley said.
If you think electronic music
is in a heavenly class by itself,
you may soon become an endangered species if you plan to
boast that thought. "It's the
blending of music that actually
binds one culture to another,
just as, say, some European
literature can be related to
some American works," according to Bromley.
Widely respected and in
demand for his electronic
music compositions, Bromley
has composed major works for
the Denver Symphony and has
played in community orchestras in Minnesota and Kansas City.
When we imagine a musician
feverishly playing his solo instrument, using the synthesizer
as a basis for the rhythm, we
think that they must be
unique,
computer-minded
wizards.
This surely can't be denied,
when looking at the versatility
of ones like Miles Davis and
Edgar Winter. Bromley said,
however, "electronic music is
worldwide and offered in most
colleges. From what I've ob-

served, it interests a great
many of the broadcasting
students. Some of the tapes
made are used by the University's FM station," he said.
The range of rhythms the synthesizer can create remains
boundless in affect that, over
300 hours have been spent
preparing for the recital.
"Making the electronic tapes
as a background for melody is
time demanding," Bromley
said. "It's always necessary to
go over and over the tapes to
find something that is
pleasing."

Mark
Twain

Synthesizers are actually
computer-oriented and that is a
reason why the rhythms
carried out are mixed and
vivid. "Our technology today is
so advanced that the cost of
computers are minimal as
compared to ten years ago,"
Bromley said. "The more synthesizers that are bought, the
more prolific electronic music
will become.
We are just
seeing the beginning," he said.
As for the future of electronic
music and especially at the
University? Bromley doesn't
hesitate to vow "there is no
other machine quite like the
synthesizer—that is, as long as
we musicians feed it with our
creative potential."

»fr* SCOTT ADAMl

Mark Twain wove his web of magic in Brock Auditorium Monday
evening. His dry wit and unique sense of humor kept his audience
laughing as he told his special tales. It was his ghost story
however that stole the show and earned him a standing ovation as
he tottered off the state to face the real world of actor John Chappell.

Musicians will make 'concerted effort
By GINNY EAGER
Staff Writer
"Well, I've always wanted to
play with an orchestra," said
Thomas Smith, who seemed to

be echoing the sentiments of
most of the music majors who
are participating in the University Concerto Concert.
The concert consists of a
group of soloists who perform a

Andre MontaVs life modulates from stage to studio
ByTINASCHOEWE
Arts Editor
If Andre Montal had become
a doctor, the music world would
have been deprived of one of its
leading operatic tenors.
And the University would
never have had its newest voice
faculty member.
Luckily for all of us, Montal
(who was a boy soprano) dropped out of a pre-med major at
the University of Rochester and
•Went back to his first love—
; music.
He went to work in a classical
music record store in
Washington, D.C.
But when Curtis Institute of
Music in Philadephia offered
him one of the four-year
scholarships which they only
award on an honorary basis, he
got his "real musical training.
- Curtis really launched me," he
;said.
> It seemed natural he would

eventually return to music. As
he explained, "I've always
sung. My grandmother loved
music and she encouraged me.
Music was always there and
singing was always there."
Singing is still here for Montal, along with his teaching
duties. He will perform next
Wednesday (April 12) in Brock
Auditorium* at 8:30 p.m. and
will sing works by Mozart,
Mahler, Liszt and Rachmaninoff. As he said, "Please
everybody come."
Montal has sung with major
symphonies like the New York
Philharmonic, Chicago Symphony and the Boston Symphony and has given numerous
recitals in Western Europe,
Canada and this country.
He has also performed with
such leading ladies of the opera
as Joan Sutherland, Marilyn
Home, Beverly Sills and Mary
Costa.

He is also famous for his
beautiful lyric tenor voice and
his command of the bel canto
repetoire.
So the logical question is, why
is he now teaching at the
University?
"I'm enjoying teaching ever
so much and I look forward to
finding new talents. Also I'm
interested in the entire area of
vocal ^ performance and I've
been very impressed with the
quality and
wonderful
cooperation I received from Dr.
Hendrickson and Dr. Muns," he
explained.
However, other reasons also
prevail. He cited reasons of
health as one part of his
decision to teach but added he
became "disenchanted with the
way things were going for
minorities. I decided I wanted
to sing and not be a
revolutionary," he said.
Montal is of mixed heritage

and explained that there is little
government subsidy for the
arts. Many productions won't
employ black people.
"This became a sore point for
me. An artist wants to do what
he does best as a singer. It
shouldn't matter that you
might look different on the
stage.
"All my big exploits in opera
in this country came six or
seven years ago during the civil
rights movement. There was a
trend toward hiring young,
talented blacks.
"As the years went by I found
more and more of a blacklash.
I began to investigate it and I
found only two black male
tenors singing professionally in
this country-George Shirley
and myself.
George now
teaches at a university, also."
So Montal has suspended his
operatic career for a time. He
added, "I still want very much

to someday resume my singing
career as I feel these conditions
will ease.
"I'm the type of individual
who would rather withdraw
than become emotionally involved. It's better to enjoy your
art in a more private way," he
said.
With what The New York
Times has called "a beautiful,
beautiful tenor voice" he will
share his art with the University in much the same way he
has shared it in concert halls
and opera houses in most major
American cities and in West
Germany and Australia.
His favorite opera is "the one
I'm doing at the moment," so
with that in mind, listeners will
be treated to a concert of
favorites. A musician always
does the best job on his
favorites.
But then, Montal has already
proven he's among the best.

concerto accompanied by an
orchestra. The soloists must
audition to perform at the concert and are chosen by officials
in the music department.
The concert will be presented
in Brock Auditorium next Monday at 8:30 p.m. and is
free of charge. There will be a
total of 13 concertos performed.
"I feel happy; like I've accomplished something," said
John Berry, a junior from
Williamsburg, when asked why
he auditioned for the concert.
Berry will perform Haydn's
Concerto in B major for oboe.
Nan McSwain, a sophomore
from Owensboro will play
Schumann's Concerto in A
minor for piano. She feels the
most important thing about the
Concerto Concert is that it
gives the music major
valuable experience.
The music majors have been
preparing for many months
and most are confident about
their performances. But many
of the performers admit they
may have a bad case of the nervous jitters as the concert
draws nearer.
Even so the feeling of
something well done after the
concert may compensate more
than enough for the jitters
before the concert.
^s

SPALDMQ
ON THE
EASTERN BY-PASS

SIRLOIN PIT

RICHMOND.
KENTUCKY

We Cordially Invite You To Visit Mr-'

BUFFET ROOM
From 11 A.M. To 2 ?M.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Fastest Lunch In Town
BECAUSE Y(JU HX IT!

Touch-up paints
Wiih warm weather approaching, it's time to clean up
that car that's been neglected all
winter long. Stone chips, ice and
salt have all taken their toll.
Stop in and look through our
complete stock of factory-

matched touch-up paints. You'll
find the color you need plus any
other items needed to do your
own body work. Let us show you
- it's really not that difficult to
do!

OUR SERVE YOURSELF BUFFET
WILL FEATURE:

*A Serve Yourself SOUP POT
*Meat Dishes
*Fish or Shrimp
*Hot Rolls & Butter
*At Least 6-8 Vegetables Daily

'•'And A Freshly
Made Dessert

(Beverage 40: Extra-But Refills FREE Except Milk. At Your Bonanza family Restaurant)

-DEPENDABLE

*

A

463 SHOPPERS VILLAGE
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220 E. MAIN DOWNTOWN RICHMOND
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Student Senate wants 24-hour grill
(Continued from page 11
The resolution recommends "undergraduate students under 21-years of age
must live on campus as long as there
are available spaces.
Exceptions
would be those students who will turn 21
during the school year about to be
entered or have reached a junior
status. Also, whose who live with their
parents in the Richmond area or who
are within a reasonable commuting
distance of their home."
Student Senate elections will be held
on Tuesdays during the fall semester

after the Senate passed an Election
Date amendment.
DusKins announced that Security
officials will be towing away vehicles
parked illegally in the Brockton
residence parking lot.
"Students that have been using the
Intramural fields sometimes park in
the Brockton residents parking lot,"
Duggins said. "The residents have
been complaining, and Security has
been towing cars off."
Durham presented to the Senate a
financial report of Senate monies and

balances in Senate accounts.

The Senate account was overdrawn
$179.40.
In other business, the Senate:
—Commended Senator
Rhonda
Wilkerson for her outstanding performance as a gymnast during a
national meet at Washington State.
—Heard Duggins announce that
Durham was elected treasurer and
Domenech elected vice-president of
Internal Affairs during a Student
Government Association of Kentucky
meeting.

Humanizing key to escape rape
(Continued from page 11
see or make your chance to safely
react," he explained.
confronted by a rapist.
Storaska demonstrated for his
"Women are always being told to put
audience two physical self-defense
their car keys between their fingers
techniques which are highly effective
when in a dark parking lot. But what do
yet also are covert in nature.
you say to the rapist if it doesn't work i
The first technique involves putting
"I thought you were the car door?' " he
the hands on a rapist's face and putting
shouted to an outburst of laughter.
Storaska cited the myths associated out his eyes with the thumbs. Storaska
also explained another technique.
with rape.
"The rapist expects you to scream,
"Women are always told to carry
struggle or submit. He doesn't expect
weapons—drag a damn wheelbarrow—
you to treat him as a human being. The
but carry weapons. The only two
key to humanizing yourself is to
weapons I know that would prevent
Try to emotionally
rape are a bazooka and a Rune communicate.
thrower.
control the situation—that's the point of
my program."
"Your mind is your best weapon," he
said.
Storaska then explained the two most
successful methods of eluding a rapist.
A second myth is that women should
"Saying you are pregnant is the most
struggle and scream. "Sturggling is
successful technique I've studied. It
like screaming—it only works half the
time," he said.
may work but it may not. Saying you
are menstruating works second best."
"The first thing I learned about rape
He said he does not advocate either
prevention is that everything works
submiting or killing the rapist "unless
some of the time. But there's really
you perceive you are in immediate
only one acceptable program of rape
danger of your life or in danger of
prevention. Whatever you do—if it
severe bodily harm.
doesn't work, leave yourself an out.
"It's the woman's decision. You're
"If confronted by a rapist you should
the only one who's gonna go through
try to defuse the violence. Humanize
yourself. Gain his trust and confidence your own special hell."
Throughout the lecture Storaska
and try to catch him off guard.
stressed rape as a crime which affects
"The rapist doesn't know what he's
men also. "Last year during the month
going to do. Go along with him until you

of September there were more reported
rapes of men by other men and gangs of
women who rape and castrate men than
in the two previous years," he said.
"If attacked from behind, reach back
very gently and tenderly, find one of the
testicles and smash the hell out of it."
Storaska stressed that 70 per cent of
all women are raped by someone they
know personally. He further added the
statistical age range of rape is from a
two-week-old baby girl to a 103-year-old
woman.
"This dissolves the myth that the
woman sexually causes the rape. Rape
is just a matter of availability," he
said.
Before his lecture Storaska spoke to a
group of security personnel and dormitory officials about his program.
He suggested the college community
establish a 24-hour telephone line which
all students could use if raped or
assaulted.
Storaska .was here at the University
once before, back in 1965. He said he
was trying to initiate his rape
prevention program here, however, he
added hardly any schools wanted his
program.
"Society suddenly woke up one
morning and said—hey, we've got a
rape problem," Storaska said.

Grounded
March winds in April inspired some students to try their hand
at kite flying. This one seems temporarily grounded as Randy Shrout, a junior graphics arts major from Owingsville

Doug Prather and club manager Harvey Dunbar brought more attention to
the event.
When the film crew did show up they
were wearing shirts with the CBS emblem to add to the realism of the joke.
Once the cameras started rolling the
dance floor filled with people hoping to
be on television.
Periodically the disc jockey would
give instructions to the dancers. The
directions were always "for filming
purposes."
Shortly after 10 p.m. Prather stood up
to thank everybody for their help and to
announce the April Fools joke
Prather is really a Lexington Graphic
Artist and the film crew was made up of
University students.
"Running all the ads cost a lot. We
got a lot of borrowed stuff. Our biggest
expense was keeping it quiet," Dunbar
said.
"We had a communications leak
somewhere, but only four people who
work here knew. The bartenders didn't
know," Luxon said.

Before Prather made his April Fools
announcement many people at the bar
said they weren't sure if it was a joke or
not.
"Why would they pick a place like
Richmond?" one student asked.
Yet many people dressed in light
colors as the ads asked them to. Nearly
everybody took a turn on the dance
floor, in front of the camera.
"This is a different crowd tonight. A
lot of people who never come are here
tonight," said Pam Dunavent, a Sutter's regular.
After the April Fools announcement
most everyone said they knew it was a
joke all along.
One girl, who said her name was Fletcher LeRoy Hicks, said "I knew it was a
joke. I'm glad too. I didn't want my
mom seeing me on TV and catching me
in a bar."
"This is the second year in a row
we've done something. The students
are going to start expecting it," l.uxon
said.
"Next year we aren't going to do
anything," he added with a smile.

and Steve Dempsey. a freshman art major from Lynchburg, Va. get their kite ready for launching

Foreign students view American life
(Continued from page 1)
foreign students about the United
States? Both Al-Zaagi and Castillo
agree that weather is a major topic,
as are store prices, food, American
idiosyncrasies
and
influenza
epidemics.
Castillo says he occasionally gets a
newspaper from one of the ten other
Venezuelans at the University or a
relative sends one. The big concerns in
his country, as in many South
American nations, are inflation, traffic
and pollution. Castillo is interested in
the upcoming presidential elections this
fall, hoping that his country's political
situation will improve.
But Al-Zaagi replies, "Inflation—
what's that?" He concedes high prices
exist, but the government works
against inflation by allowing the importation of food duty-free while giving
grants to farmers to increase crop

production.Everyone knows Saudia
Arabia is one of the oil-rich countries,
but Al-Zaagi says the Arabian
philosophy is that "God gives oil" and
the resulting wealth should be for the
benefit of not only Saudi Arabia but the
entire world.
Al-Zaagi's attention is riveted on the
Mid-East peace issue and he believes
no country needs wars or enemies. War
is a barrier to progress, he says and
the money spent on arms could be put to
better use.
Castillo and Al-Zaagi share a deep
interest in the International Student
Association and are somewhat
discouraged by the small membership
and attitude of apathy many foreign
students have toward the club.
The uncrowded, relaxed atmosphere
of this University appeals to the
students and they commend the
helpfulness and competency of faculty

personnel and in particular, Jack
Callender, the foreign student advisor.
However, Al-Zaagi and Castillo are
not without criticism of certain
academic policies which they believe
inhibit many foreign students.
But in other ways, the education
foreign students are receiving here is
superior. Techniques and equipment
are more advanced and often the
emphasis leans more to the practical
than the theoretical. There is also a
definite advantage in having studied
abroad and being fluent in English.
Castillo plans to raise cattle and
perhaps enter Venezuelan politics. AlZaagi intends to work again with the
Asudi Arabian government and teach
at its health institute.
It is interesting to imagine the impact
of their American sojourn, personally
and politically.

Britts Fabric Sale

April fools flock to Sutter's
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
The Columbia Broadcasting System
(CBS) shot footage for a documentary
on disco dance in Richmond last Sat.,
April 1.
The documentary was an April Fools
joke from J. Sutter's Mill.
"We played it to the hilt," said Billy
Luxon, co-owner of the bar.
J. Sutter's began a campaign to advertise the documentary over a week
before it was scheduled.
Ads appeared in area newspapers
and on area radio stations calling for
"extras" to dance for a segment of M
Minutes.
Supposedly CBS had hired an independent company. Woofer Productions, to travel around the country and
shoot footage of different discos.
There were rumors that Mike
Wallace of 60 Minutes would show up.
A motorhome with a CBS emblem
was parked in front of the bar.
The film crew was supposed to arrive
at 7:30 p.m. When they were late an
argument between segment director
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Polyester & cotton

PRECUT SUNDRESS.
45" wide
Polyester & cotton

GAUZE

45' wide

Drapery & slipcover material...
Reg. $1.79 yd.

Polyester & cotton sportswear

NOW

45 wide
Wash & wear polyester & cotton
PLISSE .... Reg. $1.29 yd. Now

Assorted

Assorted

Cottons & cotton blends
45" wide
Reg. $1.29

66'

Now

blends-cotton, polyester & rayon
45" Wide

JJ

yd

60" wide

45" wide

Polyester & cotton knits

Dacron & cotton prints

$

i

Reg. $1.49 yd.

49
yd.

$119
yd

Now

Register at
Shoe Gallery
For Free Show Tickets
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University Shopping Center
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